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Abstract

Nuclear power is one of the more heavily debated energy sources. A lot of its

controversy is due to the still unsolved problem of handling the fuel waste.

However, the fuel presents challenges not only after it has left the power

plant, but also while it is in it. The fuel composition does not remain the

same throughout its active lifetime. As atoms undergo fission, new elements

emerge in the fuel matrix. Among these are noble gases, which cause heat

removal issues and swelling of the fuel. Therefore it is of great importance

to understand the behaviour of the appearing species in the surroundings.

Here, helium, xenon and krypton atoms have been analysed as they mi-

grate in transition metal nitrides. The goal has been to find a correlation

between the migration energy of the atoms and a material property of the

nitride. Would such a connection be found, it could be possible to predict

the migrating behaviour of the gases without being forced to make actual

migration simulations. This would in turn be extended to concern nitride

based nuclear fuels, containing uranium and plutonium. However, no such

correlation was found and further investigations on the subject are necessary.

Xenon migration in uranium nitride has been analysed. The xenon atom

has been placed in two different possible interstitial locations, whereafter

the system energies of the two atomic arrangements have been compared.

Two different simulation frameworks have been used in the research: DFT

and DFT+U. The nitride has also been investigated in its ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic states. Thus four different migration scenarios were

studied. It was seen that the interstitial relaxed position and saddle point

have inversed their roles in uranium nitride, if compared with the cases in

the transition metal nitrides. Thus the migration behaviour in the actinide

nitride may differ significantly from that observed in the other nitrides.

Finally, the reliability to use DFT+U as an analysis tool of uranium- and

plutonium nitrides has been investigated. These compounds have been prob-

lematic to analyse with a standard DFT approach in the past. Here the de-

velopments within the density functional theory are tested. Two approaches

have been used, the first being system simulations with a single U-value. The

other consists in a simulation with an incrementally increasing U-value. The

results in this thesis indicate that uranium nitride could well be analysed

with the aid of DFT+U, both with the less and the more rigorous approach.

Plutonium nitride, however, is not as easily studied and more refined simu-

lation methods should be consulted.



Sammanfattning

Kärnkraft är en av de mer debatterade energikällorna. Dess kontrovers

beror till stor del p̊a det ännu olösta problemet att hantera kärnavfallet.

Kärnbränslet erbjuder dock inte bara utmaningar efter att det har lämnat

kärnkraftverket, utan ocks̊a medan det befinner sig i det. Bränslet förblir

inte detsamma under hela dess aktiva livstid. När atomer klyvs uppst̊ar nya

element i sammansättningen. Bland dessa återfinns ädelgaser, som kan or-

saka problem rörande värmetransport i bränslet och svällning av detsamma.

Därför är det av stor vikt att först̊a hur de nya atomerna uppträder i om-

givningen. Här har helium-, xenon- och kryptonatomer analyserats när de

har migrerat i överg̊angsmetallnitrider. Målet har varit att finna ett sam-

band mellan atomernas migrationsenergi och en materialegenskap hos nitri-

den. Skulle en s̊adan länk upptäckas, skulle det möjligtvis g̊a att förutse

beteendet hos gaserna när de migrerar, utan att behöva genomföra faktiska

migrationssimuleringar. Detta skulle i sin tur tillämpas p̊a nitridbaserade

kärnbränslen, inneh̊allande uran och plutonium. Inga s̊adana samband har

dock hittats och vidare studier inom omr̊adet är nödvändiga.

Det har ocks̊a gjorts en analys av hur xenon migrerar i urannitrid. Xenon-

atomen har placerats i tv̊a olika möjliga interstitialpositioner, varefter de

b̊ada atomuppsättningarnas systemenergier har jämförts. Tv̊a olika ramverk

har använts i studien: DFT och DFT+U. Nitriden har ocks̊a undersökts i

dess ferromagnetiska och antiferromagnetiska tillst̊and. Med andra ord har

fyra olika migrationsscenarion studerats. Dessa visade att interstitialens

sadelpunkt och energimässigt föredragna position har ombytta roller i uran-

nitrid, jämfört med vad som är fallet i överg̊angsmetallnitrider. Detta tyder

p̊a att migrationsbeteendet i aktinidnitriden kan skilja sig avsevärt fr̊an det

i nitriderna inneh̊allande överg̊angsmetaller.

Slutligen har det ocks̊a gjorts en undersökning av p̊alitligheten hos DFT+U

som ett analysverktyg av uran- och plutoniumnitrid. Dessa ämnen har tidi-

gare varit problematiska att analysera med standardmetoden inom DFT.

Här har framstegen inom DFT testats. Tv̊a tillvägag̊angssätt har använts,

där det första best̊ar av systemsimulationer med ett enskilt U-värde. Det

andra är en simulering där U-värdet stegvis ökas. Resultaten indikerar att

urannitrid mycket väl skulle kunna analyseras med hjälp av DFT+U, b̊ade

med det mindre och det mer rigorösa tillvägag̊angssättet. Plutoniumnitrid,

däremot, är inte lika lättanalyserat och mer raffinerade simulationsmetoder

bör användas.
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Chapter 1

Background

Introduction

Ever since the dawn of nuclear power it has been subject to continuous re-

search and investigation. Several evolutionary steps within the field have

been made forward and the different reactor types, in which energy is trans-

formed through nuclear fission, can be classified due to their technology use.

The first reactors belong to the generation one class, while latter reactors

have been recognised as generation two or generation three reactors. One

area, within which progress is made, is that of the fuel in the reactors. The

most common fuel - and the one most associated with nuclear power - is

uranium dioxide, UO2. Lately, however, alternatives have been sought and

the benefits of properties of fuels, that have previously only been at an in-

vestigative stage, are understood.

The type of fuel chosen is dependent on the type of reactor and its purpose.

Originally the reactors were solely meant to provide society with electrical

energy. To this end the fuel first commercially used, UO2, functioned well.

However, with time and progress other criteria have been sought among fu-

els. While an ability to generate energy through fission still is of primary

interest, nuclear waste reduction and the possibility to extend fuel resources

by the usage of breeding are wanted qualities. Apart from the oxide based

fuels, other possibilities undergoing research are metal alloy fuels, nitride

fuels and carbide fuels [1, 2, 3]. These have different features and the choice

of material is a matter of preference.

Parallel to the development of nuclear fuels is that of the reactors. Re-

search is ongoing not only to tackle the problems of energy distribution of

1
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today, but also its consequences in the future. The generation IV reactors

have made their way to the spotlight.

One reactor kind that has been looked into is the fast neutron reactor

[4]. With this breeding is possible [5], meaning that the ratio of fissile nu-

clei produced to the amount consumed is larger than one. Compared with

standard nuclear reactors, where the corresponding ratio is lower than one,

this has an appreciated effect on the uranium use in the field. As electri-

cal energy is generated, so is new fissile material, making further electricity

generation possible. Thus a larger amount of energy can be extracted per

unit of uranium, with a possible improvement of a factor of 60 [6]. This

extends the lifetime of uranium resources [7]. Also, fast reactors have an-

other feature not to be disregarded as they are considered possible energy

sources. They can be used for transmutation of heavy, unwanted nuclides.

This would make it possible to reduce the radiotoxic inventory in nuclear

fuel waste. Long-lived radioactive nuclides could be transformed to short-

lived, less radioactive nuclides [8, 9].

In fast reactors thermalisation is not wanted among the neutrons, as the

induced fission is to occur at high speeds. Therefore no moderation is used

and a coolant with a high mass number appears as a viable option. This

would still allow heat removal from the core, while it ensures a low probabil-

ity of neutron speed reduction when collisions with the coolant nuclei occur.

Materials satisfying these constraints are liquid metals, which invariably

have been used lately as the fast reactors have been a topic of research. The

fissile nuclei in the fuel of fast reactors must have a large fission cross section

in the neutron high energy area. This is the case of the plutonium isotope
239Pu. It has also got a relatively low capture cross section in these energy

ranges. There has commonly been a mixture of plutonium- and uranium

dioxide in the liquid metal coolant based reactors, forming what is known

as mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. This composition is, however, not universal,

and the fuel constituents can depend not only on the type of reactor, but

also on its size. Small reactors, whose purpose may not only be to generate

electrical energy, but also to offer training and education opportunities, can

only be operated with either highly enriched uranium or plutonium based

fuel.

With different kinds of fuel at disposal and the technology to produce re-

actors that meet the demands not only in the electricity generation area,

the challenge is to find a good combination of the two. If transmutation

is used to reduce the nuclear waste’s radiotoxicity, there are different types
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of reactors that could be operated to achieve the goal. It has been shown

that standard light water reactors (LWR) are unlikely to convert unwanted

nuclides to a degree that is wanted on their own [10]. There are, however,

approaches involving light water reactors, in which the problem of nuclear

radiotoxic waste is addressed. By combining the early generation reactors

with other reactor types, it is possible to close the fuel cycle and attain an

acceptable level of high level waste transmutation. The light water reac-

tors can be part of a dual reactor type system that either consists of LWR

reactors and fast neutron reactors or LWR reactors together with subcriti-

cal reactors, that rely on additional fission induced by an external neutron

source. The source could consist of a particle accelerator that accelerates

protons, which collide with a target material, leading to the release of neu-

trons. The entire system containing both the accelerator and the reactor is

often referred to as an accelerator driven system (ADS).

The LWR reactors are operated in the usual manner, generating elec-

tricity at the cost of unwanted waste. Their spent fuel is then reprocessed

before it is delivered to the newer transmutation reactors. By choosing the

former reactor combination, including the fast neutron reactor, one could

avoid some difficulties concerning the minor actinides americium (Am) and

curium (Cm). The fast neutron spectrum restricts the production of the

neutron emitter 252Cf, which is more apparent in a slower spectrum. There

would also be the possibility of breeding plutonium. If the fast neutron reac-

tor is the choice of preference as an energy source, the choice of fuel should

be made thereafter. Under the operating conditions that then would be

present, a nitride fuel is an interesting candidate as a reactor core material.

With its high thermal conductivity and by being less sensitive to the intro-

duction of Am than other fuel options, it presents desirable properties. This

also makes it subject to investigation. If nitride fuels are to be used, they

must also be studied. In this work nitrides containing actinides commonly

used in nuclear fuels are analysed. Uranium nitride, UN, and plutonium

nitride, PuN, are the objects of study.

Aim of the work

Actinide nitride fuel has become a contender as a possible nuclear fuel. It

fulfils several of the wanted attributes of a future fuel material. However,

it is not clear how it behaves when irradiated. Due to fission, gas atoms,

such as krypton and xenon, will appear in the fuel matrix. As they appear

their behaviour is of major interest, since their presence has caused concern

throughout the lifetime of nuclear power. There are two common fates of
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the gas atoms. Either they leave the fuel but remain in the fuel pin or they

stay within the fuel but form gas pockets [11, p. 199]. In the latter case the

fuel performance is affected in two significant ways. Firstly, the gas atoms

have a lower density than the initial elements of the fission decay chain,

leading to a larger volume occupancy by the atoms than what could first be

observed in the fuel. Thus the fuel is swelling, which could lead to contact

between the fuel itself and its cladding. Secondly, the gases have lower ther-

mal conductivity than the original fuel constituents, causing a reduced heat

removal ability. The fuel pin temperature thus increases in the presence of

gas bubbles [11, p. 199]. In the former case of the possible pathways of gas

atoms - that leading to them leaving the pin - the state of the environment

directly surrounding the objects changes. As the gases are introduced in

this area the pressure is increased, putting higher demands on the cladding.

Also these fission products in gaseous form lead to further safety concerns,

as they would be in direct contact with the surrounding atmosphere in the

case of clad failure.

Due to the problems they present, the gas atoms’ behaviour in the fuel

is of primary interest. One possible approach to investigate it would be to

conduct experiments on fuel pins. However, this would be expensive and

instead the course of events in the fuel is simulated. What is wanted from

the simulations is the migration behaviour of the gas atoms. Actinides, such

as uranium and plutonium, and compounds containing them have, however,

shown tendencies of not being easily analysed. The density functional the-

ory (DFT), which is the most widely used theory when it comes to material

analysis within the condensed matter field, has failed to reproduce results

regarding actinide compounds that have been established experimentally.

Still, there are models that could treat the uranium and plutonium atoms

properly, such as the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) [12]. Although

this seems to solve the problems at hand, the approach is costly. Therefore

this work is focused on finding alternative options in determining migration

barriers in actinide nitrides.

Since the goal is to be able to predict migration barriers in UN and PuN

without actually performing any migration simulations, the path to finding

any possible short cuts to it would ideally involve analysis of the nitrides.

However, the problematic nature of the compounds concerning simulations

suggests that one should turn elsewhere to find indications of a solution

to the problem. Therefore computations have instead been made on other

materials, where the aim is to be able to apply the achieved results on the
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actinide nitrides. As PuN is one of the compounds, regarding which data is

sought, situations resembling that of its crystal structure are studied. The

atomic ordering is that of rock salt. Therefore nitrides assuming the same

microscopic pattern are analysed. Those that have been subject to inves-

tigation are the transition metal nitrides titanium nitride (TiN), vanadium

nitride (VN), zirconium nitride (ZrN), hafnium nitride (HfN) and tantalum

nitride (TaN). When these have been studied migration barriers of three

different gas atoms - helium (He), krypton (Kr) and xenon (Xe) - have been

calculated. There are also material properties of the crystal materials that

have been evaluated, such as their bulk moduli. By looking for correlations

between the material properties and the migration barriers, the hope is to

be able to predict the latter in PuN only by analysing its corresponding

property. Would this be achieved, a lot would be gained when it comes to

time consumption of simulations and requirements on computer hardware.

A particle’s migration barrier in a material is namely considerably more ex-

pensive to compute than material properties, as the moduli, regardless of

what simulation model is used.

Apart from searching for unexpected routes to finding migration barriers

of actinide nitrides there is also an analysis of the validity of simulation re-

sults of the same nitrides using the DFT. The theory has previously proven

to be inadequate when it comes to simulations of uranium nitride, UN. There

have, however, been developments of further theories within the DFT, which

are tested. The accuracy of establishing a system’s groundstate with the aid

of DFT+U is analysed. Both in a direct approach and in a more rigorous

manner. This investigates the possibility of analysing actinide nitrides with

less time consuming alternatives than the DMFT. It also enables a determi-

nation of the extent to which one can reduce the time and work load of the

simulations.
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Chapter 2

Theory

In this section the theoretical background of the tools used for analysis in

the thesis will be explained. Rather than doing it in one continuous text,

this will be done in several smaller sections. The reason for this is to clearly

separate areas of study that are not closely related and to simplify the

procedure of following the different theoretical approaches. Each topic will

be introduced by a headline, indicating the content of the subsequent text.

When there is a need to go deeper within a section, this will be done by the

introduction of subtitles, revealing what is touched upon ahead.

What will be gone through are theories regarding both microscopic prop-

erties of materials, such as the migration of individual atoms in a crystal

and the interaction of electrons forming atomic bonds, and properties at a

larger material scale, such as abilities of bulk material to withstand different

stresses. What, however, will be the starting point of this walkthrough is

the task of evaluating a physical quantity that is central in many concrete

research analyses - energy. Here the energy analysis is performed on an

atomic level, where a system’s energy of atomic nuclei and electrons is to be

determined.

2.1 An energy problem

When materials and their properties are studied, it is often not only their be-

haviour in certain situations that is under study. Sometimes the underlying

reasons of their resulting conditions are sought. Occasionally it is not even

possible to investigate the results of an actual experiment, but the course of

some events in a material has to be simulated. Under such circumstances a

study of the material is often conducted on an atomic level. This is done by

setting up a system of atoms, whose ordering is consistent with the material

7
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under investigation. The energy of the atomic system is then computed in

different situations, representing states of it. By comparing the obtained

energies the likelihood of scenarios taking place can be estimated, which is

of major importance in the material analysis.

The energy of the atomic system is found with the aid of the quantum

mechanical approach of solving the time independent Schrödinger equation,

as presented in

Ĥψ = Eψ. (2.1)

The left hand side of (2.1) shows the Hamiltonian operator acting upon

the wavefunction of the system, while the right hand side is the energy

eigenstate, resulting from the operator action, followed by the wavefunc-

tion. Generally the Hamiltonian depends on what the investigative work

concerns. Here, and in situations similar to those in this work, atoms are

present. Thus the subjects of interest are atomic nuclei and their surround-

ing electrons. The energy analysis of these system members relies on their

individual motion and the interactions between all the parts of the set-up.

Since the nuclei as well as the electrons are charged objects, the Hamiltonian

takes on a shape of [13]

Ĥ =− ~2

2me
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i
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i −
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∑
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k

mk
− e
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+
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(2.2)

where the two first terms on the right hand side represent the kinetic ener-

gies of the electrons and nuclei, respectively, and the following three terms

correspond to energies due to Coulomb interaction between electrons and

nuclei, pairs of electrons and pairs of nuclei. Quantities and operators con-

nected to electrons carry the indices of i and j, while those of nuclei have

been assigned indices k and l. Variables assigned the letter m represent

mass of either electrons or nuclei, a capital Z indicates a nucleus with posi-

tive charge Z, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, the vectors denoted ~r are

distance vectors with respect to electrons and nuclei and ~ is the reduced

Planck constant. It can also be noted that in equation (2.2) there is a fac-

tor of 1
2 preceding the last two terms. This is to compensate for any double

counting of the Coulomb interaction between objects of similar charge - that

is, when pairs of electrons or pairs of nuclei interact.
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When the wavefunction satisfying (2.2) is sought, simplifications are nec-

essary. A useful such was proposed by Max Born and Robert Oppenheimer

in 1927 [14]. Their idea was that electrons’ and nuclei’s velocities are af-

fected to different magnitudes due to the electrostatic forces between them.

To get a grasp of this, one could have a look at the momentum formula of

an object. Although a classical representation of it, as given in (2.3), would

suffice, its relativistic counterpart, see equation (2.4), will be the formula

analysed.

~p = m~v. (2.3)

~p = γm~v , γ = 1√
1− v2

c2
(2.4)

The vector property ~p is the momentum of the studied item, while m is

its mass and ~v its velocity. c is the speed of light in vacuum and v is the

speed of the studied object, that is, the absolute value of ~v. Since the forces

of electrostatic nature on two interacting objects are equally large, though

oppositely directed, the magnitude of the momentum changes caused by the

forces are also comparable. Considering the electron and nuclei masses to

be constant, the momentum difference between two instances can only occur

in the velocity. If the momentum variation of an electron or nucleus, due to

the insertion of Coulomb forces in a system, is studied, one of the following

equations would be of interest:

∆pe = γe2meve2 − γe1meve1
∆pn = γn2mnvn2 − γn1mnvn1.

(2.5)

The index letters in (2.5) indicate whether the momentum change concerns

an electron or a nuclei and the index numbers demonstrate when a variable

measurement is made in a sequential order, a variable indexed α2 being

determined after one indexed α1. Using (2.4) and rearranging in (2.5), see

Appendix A, one arrives at

∆pe = me

 1√
1

v2e2
− 1

c2

− 1√
1

v2e1
− 1

c2


∆pn = mn

 1√
1

v2n2
− 1

c2

− 1√
1

v2n1
− 1

c2

 .

(2.6)

To ensure an equality of ∆pe and ∆pn the velocity changes can not be the

same. Due to the mass differences of nuclei and electrons, where mn>me,

The parenthesis in the nucleus momentum change expression must be smaller

than the corresponding parenthesis in the equation above it. The large mass
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difference between electrons and nuclei indirectly means that the parenthe-

sis expression regarding electrons must be significantly larger than that of

the nuclei. For this to be true, there should be a big difference between

the minuend and the subtrahend in the parenthesis in the first row of (2.6),

while the difference will be small in the second row. Since no speed vαi
will exceed that of c, this will be the case if either ve2 or ve1 approaches c

to a much larger extent than the other, while vn2 and vn1 are roughly of

the same magnitude. This lead Born and Oppenheimer to the conclusion

that the nuclei could be assumed stationary, whereas the electrons would

experience their regular motion.

Having stationary nuclei, the system of interest can be reduced in terms

of complexity. Instead of solving the Schrödinger equation with regards to

all present system objects, the problem is divided into a two-step sequence,

where two different problem set-ups are looked into. One, despite including

all particles, is concerned with finding the wavefunction of the electrons only,

while the other is constructed to find the wavefunction of the atom nuclei.

The initial assumption made is that of separating the system wavefunction

into two factors representing electrons and nuclei, respectively, as given in

(2.7).

ψ = ψe · ψn (2.7)

The right-hand side of (2.7) is considered as two different wavefunctions,

whose product forms the wavefunction of the entire system. The wavefunc-

tion of the electrons, ψe, is treated independently of that of the nuclei, ψn,

and it is also the one analysed first of the pair. The Schrödinger equation

is set up for the electrons and, having a look at (2.2), its Hamiltonian parts

are

Ĥe = − ~2

2me

∑
i

∇2
i −

e

4πε0

∑
i

∑
k

Zk
|~ri − ~rk|

+
1

2

e2

4πε0

∑
i

∑
j 6=i

1

|~ri − ~rj |
. (2.8)

This can be understood, as the second kinetic energy term in (2.2) vanishes

due to the immobility of the atomic centres. The inter-nucleus Coulomb

interaction is not present either, as only the electrons and their wavefunction

is studied in (2.8).

When the time-independent electron Schrödinger equation, Ĥeψe = Eeψe,

is solved, its energy eigenvalue, Ee, is used in the following analysis of the

nucleus wavefunction. In it the eigenvalue enters as an additional energy

term, in excess of the already existing kinetic energy term and the nucleus
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pair electrostatic interaction. Therefore the nucleus Hamiltonian is

Ĥn = −~2

2

∑
k

∇2
k

mk
+

1

2

1

4πε0

∑
k

∑
l 6=k

ZkZl
|~rk − ~rl|

+ Ee. (2.9)

In this work the analysis has been focused on the first step of system in-

vestigation. An electron system with stationary nuclei has been the model

used.

2.1.1 The density functional theory

Though focus has been turned to moving electrons with immobile nuclei,

there still is an energy problem to be solved. The approach is again to solve

the time independent Schrödinger equation, (2.1). The Hamiltonian will in

this case be that previously stated for the system of electrons, (2.8). In the

remainder of the quantum mechanical treatise only the system of stationary

nuclei will be considered. Therefore the index e will be dropped in the

following equations. Thus the Schrödinger equation of interest is written

Ĥψ = Eψ (2.10)

and the corresponding Hamiltonian looks like

Ĥ = − ~2

2me

∑
i

∇2
i + V̂ext + V̂int. (2.11)

The first term on the right-hand side is the usual kinetic energy term, while

the following terms are representing two potentials of different origin. One

of them, here referred to as the external potential, denoted V̂ext, contributes

with the electrons’ interactions with the nuclei, while the other gives the

interaction of different electrons with each other. These consequently corre-

spond to the third and fourth terms in (2.2).

The difficulty appearing when solving the Schrödinger equation for a many-

body problem is not a theoretical one, but a practical one. The computa-

tional cost, in terms of computer memory, is too high. This problem can

be met by making approximations upon the stated equation — approxima-

tions being made possible due to the development of the Density Functional

Theory (DFT).

DFT took its beginning in 1964 when Pierre Hohenberg and Walter Kohn

proved two theorems [15], which play a major part in the theory. The two

theorems are:
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... v(~r) is a unique functional of n(~r), apart from a trivial additive

constant.

and

... Ev[n] assumes its minimum value for the correct n(~r), if the

admissible functions are restricted by the condition

N [n] =

∫
n(~r)d~r. (2.12)

By having a closer look at the theorems one can understand their conse-

quences. The first claims that if one knew the electron density of a studied

system one would also know its external potential. This potential is one

part of the Hamiltonian. However, the other two parts — the kinetic en-

ergy and the electron-electron interaction potential — are dependent on the

number of electrons in the system, N . N , in turn, can be determined with

the knowledge of ρ, by integrating over the volume of interest. Therefore

the entire Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the electron density -

it is a functional of the density.

The second theorem states that, though there are different system ener-

gies corresponding to different densities, there is no density that would result

in an energy lower than the groundstate energy. Combining the two theo-

rems, it is apparent that it would be possible to express an energy functional

of the electron density and by minimising it one would find the groundstate

energy and the groundstate density. With this in mind, what remains is es-

tablishing the density dependent energy functional. Would this be achieved,

the groundstate energies of atomic systems could be found.

Knowing that the Hamiltonian is governed by the electron density, it is

possible to rephrase the system’s energy dependence:

E
[
ρ
]

= K
[
ρ
]

+ Vext
[
ρ
]

+ Vint
[
ρ
]
. (2.13)

If the three right-hand terms were well-known, the goal of setting up the

system energy functional would be reached. The external potential is known.

It takes the shape of

Vext
[
ρ
]

=

∫
V̂extρ(~r)d~r. (2.14)

Both the kinetic energy and the electron-electron potential are, however,
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unknown. Though this is an issue, it is possible to circumvent it by in-

troducing a new system. Instead of looking at a system consisting of N

electrons, each electron is treated individually with a wavefunction of its

own. Thus electron i is associated with a wavefunction ϕi. The electrons in

this system are not interacting with each other, an idea proposed by Kohn

and Sham [16].

In the new system the kinetic energy can be expressed and the electron-

electron potential is substituted with a new potential, called the Hartree

potential. This only takes the Coulomb interaction between the electrons

into consideration. The energy functional now takes on the form:

E
[
ρ
]

= Ks

[
ρ
]

+ Vext
[
ρ
]

+ VH
[
ρ
]
. (2.15)

Comparing this with the previous functional, (2.13), it may feel unsatis-

factory simply to state that they are the same – the systems treated are

different. Approximations have been made and still two terms have only

been exchanged with two others. It is also true that this is not enough. One

final term must be added to (2.15). This is to compensate for the error occur-

ring due to simplifications, such as introducing the non-interacting particles,

and the term is called the exchange-correlation functional. It subtracts the

kinetic and potential energies of the fictional non-interacting electron sys-

tem from its corresponding counterparts in the true physical system and is

constructed as:

EXC
[
ρ
]

= (K
[
ρ
]
−Ks

[
ρ
]
) + (Vint

[
ρ
]
− VH

[
ρ
]
). (2.16)

Thus the total energy functional in the new system is

E
[
ρ
]

= Ks

[
ρ
]

+ Vext
[
ρ
]

+ VH
[
ρ
]

+ EXC
[
ρ
]
. (2.17)

The exchange correlation functional is unknown and the possibility of using

DFT as a viable analysis of systems depends on the accuracy of approxi-

mating this term. Different methods have been developed of doing so.

2.1.2 A search for EXC

Throughout the development of the DFT new proposals of satisfactory

exchange-correlation functionals have been made. The methods of find-

ing EXC rest on the same underlying theory, however there are differences

in the approaches. Latter suggestions attempt to be more precise than the

previous ones.
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2.1.2.1 Local density approximation

The local density approximation, often referred to as the LDA, has its roots

in the 1920’s — even before the formal introduction of the DFT. By then

an analysis was conducted on the homogeneous electron gas by Fermi and

Thomas [17]. In it the assumption has been made that positive charges are

evenly placed in three-dimensional space, leading to the electrons also ac-

cepting a regular distribution scheme. Thus the system is entirely described

by the electron density — a feat common with the DFT.

If a mere Coulomb electron-electron interaction is suggested the entire

energy of the homogeneous electron gas system can be obtained. This ob-

servation functions as a stepping stone on the path to finding an expression

of the energy functional of the inhomogeneous electron system. The local

density dependence becomes namely apparent as the homogeneous energy

contributors are calculated. By transferring this locality characteristic to

the system that is not homogeneous, an attempt in finding its energy error

can be made, as all electrons contribute to it. The local contribution may

vary, though, which is why another parameter has to be introduced — the

local exchange correlation energy per electron, εxc, which itself is dependent

on the electron density. By knowing the local value of εxc and the local

electron density, ρ(~r), the total exchange correlation energy can be found

by integrating over entire space:

EXC [ρ(~r)] =

∫
ρ(~r)εXC(ρ(~r))d~r. (2.18)

εXC can itself be split into two fractions, to simplify the task of finding it.

What constitutes εXC are the local exchange and correlation energies per

electron, respectively — εX and εC.

εXC(ρ(~r)) = εX(ρ(~r)) + εC(ρ(~r)) (2.19)

The two latter energy densities are determined individually. The correlation

energy part, εC, has been found through simulations, while that representing

exchange energy density, εX, has been assigned the value of [18]

εX(ρ(~r)) = −3

4

(
3ρ(~r)

π

) 1
3

. (2.20)

2.1.2.2 Generalized gradient approximation

In the LDA the density dependence of the variables consistently appeared

in every step of the way to finding the necessary expressions to determine
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EXC . This dependence occurs also in the generalized gradient approxima-

tion, the GGA. However, in this model of finding the exchange correlation

energy, εXC is dependent on yet another variable, namely the gradient of

the density. Thus the method of determining EXC is similar to that used

in the LDA, though there is an essential difference between the two. What

distinguishes the approaches is the appearance of the density gradient in

the GGA, which makes it more than just a local approach. It also takes the

nearby surroundings into consideration. Therefore the exchange correlation

energy is written as

EXC [ρ] =

∫
ρ(~r)εXC(ρ(~r),∇ρ(~r))d~r. (2.21)

2.1.2.3 Meta-GGA

The GGA functional is a continuation of the LDA, where a dependence of the

gradient of the electron density has been added to the exchange correlation

energy density. In the meta-GGA functionals a further step is taken. Here

either the Laplacian of the electron density enters the equation or one term

not previously mentioned - the kinetic energy density [19]. The latter is

defined as

τ =
1

2

∑
|∇φi|2. (2.22)

With the new modifications of the previous GGA functional, the new sought

meta-GGA exchange correlation energy then has the appearance of

EXC [ρ] =

∫
ρ(~r)εXC(ρ(~r),∇ρ(~r),∆ρ(~r), τ)d~r. (2.23)

The meta-GGA functionals have though never been used in this work, as is

the case with the LDA functionals. Instead the approach used in the GGA

functionals has been adopted.

2.1.2.4 Functional differences

When simulating systems consisting of atoms, one strives after having re-

sults reproduced as closely to what is the case in reality as possible. It has

been shown that functionals following the approaches mentioned fulfil this

criterion. When diatomic molecules have been analysed the largest mean

errors in bond length measurements have not exceeded two centi̊angström

[20]. Not only are the numbers reassuring in this two-dimensional analysis of

lengths, but the unit cell volumes of crystals are also accurately visualised.

The produced values in the simulations are indicated to differ not more than
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in the region of five percent of the actual ones [21].

Although the functionals reproduce values in the same region when it comes

to length and volume measurements, the precision varies more when elastic

properties of materials are analysed. In this case the results are considerably

more scattered, but two functionals stand out, as leading to better results

than the others: PBE and PKZB. The former is a GGA functional [22] and

has been used in this work’s simulations.

2.1.3 DFT+U

The DFT delocalises electrons — apart from the specific electron under

study — over the crystal that is of interest. Thus the electrons do not be-

long to a single, specific atom, but are within orbital-like functions that span

over several atoms. This approach does not function well for all materials.

For instance, materials that have incompletely filled d- or f-electron shells

could be difficult to analyse in an exact manner due to the way the electrons

affect each other [23]. This problem is addressed by making a minor modifi-

cation of the model used in the DFT analysis. Two energy terms, called the

U-term and the J-term, are added to the DFT functional [24]. In this way

the d- and f-electrons are treated as localised and the energy terms act upon

them. Other electrons are treated as they usually are in the DFT theory.

The U- and J-terms are empirical and are set for a system as one of its

properties is determined. If the lattice parameter is the property of a crys-

tal that is used to set the energy terms, several U- and J-values are used in

simulations. The combination that yields the best value of the lattice pa-

rameter is then used as default values throughout continued computations.

Had another property been used as a calibration factor, other values of U

and J could have been achieved.

Despite the slight adjustment of the DFT settings, there are still obstacles

on the path to a complete material analysis. Even with DFT+U, proper

analysis of advanced systems may become problematic. As the localisation

of electrons is made, partial orbital occupancies are replaced by more dis-

tinct such. This can, however, result in metastable states being analysed

instead of the proper groundstate [25]. To overcome these obstacles analysis

methods within the DFT+U approach have been developed.
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2.1.3.1 Ramping

A means of still finding a particular system’s groundstate, with the aid of

DFT+U, is to adopt a method proposed by Meredig [26]. An initial sim-

ulation of the system is then made with a U-value equal to zero. This is

followed by subsequent groundstate evaluations of the same system, but

with a steadily increasing U-term. Thus one gets a series of DFT+U anal-

yses with different values of the additional energy term. What is also done

is that in each simulation the calculations are based on the final results of

the previous step. A typical ramping scheme would therefore consist of a

finite number of simulations, n. These would include computations with a

U-term varying from 0 to a top value of Umax. The U-term step between

each simulation would typically be Umax
n−1 , since there is the additional cal-

culation when U = 0 eV. When simulation i is started, the wavefunctions

and charge density of simulation i − 1 are used as a starting point. This

approach is called ramping.

By introducing this method the state to be looked into, with a specific U-

term, is slowly approached, starting from a situation with no added energy

compensating the issue of delocalised electrons. This should mitigate the

problems in finding the accurate groundstate of systems being difficult to

analyse. It can also function to ensure the validity and precision of ground-

states already found. Should the ramping procedure, however, turn out to

be insufficient in determining a system’s groundstate one must turn to other

analysis methods. There is a more rigorous method available within the

DFT+U framework - the occupation matrix control (OMC) scheme. What

is done is that a system is studied with a certain U-value. The valence

electrons are then manually set to occupy specific orbitals. Under these

conditions the system energy is computed. By letting the electrons occupy

different orbitals in different situations, a number of system energy values

are obtained. In this way a set of energy values with the same U-value is

achieved. If an appropriate U-value has been set initially, the lowest energy

value of the set is the groundstate energy of the system.

2.1.4 VASP

When the simulations based on the density functional theory have been
made, a specific code, called the Vienna Ab inito Simulation Package, VASP,

has been used. As is indicated by its name, the code finds material properties

by starting out with basic laws of elementary particles, electrons, from which it

proceeds to calculate more extensive topics of the system, such as bulk material
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properties.

2.1.4.1 VASP tools

The underlying theory used by VASP is DFT. One of the software’s major tasks

is to evaluate the groundstate energy of an atomic system. To get a quantitative

analysis of the specimen of study, it is compared to a reference system. Thus an

energy difference between the reference system and that of interest is achieved and

a number describing the state of the latter can be provided. The system of reference

is not empty space, but one containing the same number of atoms as that studied.

However, while the atoms in the analysed set-up are interacting, those in the other

have been treated as isolated. When the analysis is performed some specific tools

are used to perform the calculations.

Pseudopotential

When analysing a system, the electrons of major interest are those that to a larger

extent interact with electrons of other atoms. These are the valence electrons. Other

electrons, closer to the atom nuclei are grouped under the name “core electrons”. To

simplify the calculations the valence electrons are analysed with a slightly different

Hamiltonian, compared to the one given in (2.8). The Hamiltonian now looks like

Ĥ =− ~2

2me

∑
i

∇2
i −

e

4πε0

∑
i

∑
k

Zk
|~ri − ~rk|

+
∑
i

∑
k

V̂PP (~ri, ~rk)+

+
1

2

e2

4πε0

∑
i

∑
j 6=i

1

|~ri − ~rj |
.

(2.24)

V̂PP is the added pseudopotential. Due to the inclusion of it, no further considera-

tion has to be taken regarding the interaction of the core electrons with the valence

electrons [27]. That is, the pseudopotential is a replacement of the electron-electron

Coulomb interaction between the two types of electrons.

By including the pseudopotential in the valence electron Hamiltonian, not only

do the particles’ experienced potential diverge from that in the actual physical

world, but also their calculated wavefunctions. This is most apparent in the vicin-

ity of the nucleus. If the pseudopotential of a system and the valence electrons’

pseudowavefunctions are studied as one moves radially outwards from the atom

centre, they will converge to their real counterparts after a distance rc, known as

the cut-off radius.

Augmented wave method

The augmented wave method is an alternative approach of making the calculations

of the electron wavefunctions more efficient. The method was developed by Slater

[28], who divided atomic space into regions that were treated differently when

analysed. Atomic nuclei are enclosed by imagined spheres (figure 2.1), whose radii
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depend on the species of the atoms. These spheres form one kind of subregion,

the other being the space surrounding them. As the aim is to investigate electron

properties, the Schrödinger equation of the electrons is to be solved within each

region. While one electron is treated, the remaining are considered stationary in a

static charge distribution.

The potential experienced by an electron depends on what region the particle

is positioned in. If it is located in one of the spheres the potential assumes the

common 1
r dependence, approaching negative infinity near the nucleus. Outside

the spheres the potential is considered constant. The two potentials are smoothly

connected at the boundaries of the spheres. Under these conditions the Schrödinger

equation is solved. Within the spheres spherical coordinates can be used, as the po-

tential is spherically symmetric. With the aid of separation of variables one gets a

radial and an angular part of the wavefunction. This approach is, however, not pos-

sible in the region outside the spheres. The potential is not spherically symmetric

there and the solution of the Schrödinger equation is instead a series of plane waves.

Figure 2.1 provides an overview of how space is partitioned with the augmented

wave method. The dashed, purple circles symbolise spheres encompassing atomic

nuclei. The dashed, grey circle indicates how far the solution of the Schrödinger

equation within the sphere with radius rn could be extended outside the sphere. As

there are no obstacles until the sphere with radius rm is reached the wavefunction

found with spherical coordinates would still be valid to this point. However, beyond

the grey border plane waves have to be used, as the spherical symmetry is broken.

Had all nuclei been of the same species, rk, rm and rn would all have been of the

same magnitude.

Projector augmented wave method

The projector augmented wave method (PAW) [29] is a combination of the pseu-

dopotential approach and the augmented wave method. It makes use of a quantum

mechanical transformation of the electron wavefuntions within spherical regions

similar to those in the augmented wave method. Thus one is able to work with

transformed wavefunctions, that are computationally more convenient than their

original counterparts. The pseudowavefunctions usually consist of plane waves.

When the necessary calculations have been made with the pseudowavefunctions it

is possible to use the transformation once again, to return to the real wavefunctions.

This offers a more efficient way of obtaining expectation values of observables. The

projector augmented wave method has been used in this work.

Basis set

A basis set is a collection of objects, with which a macroscopic system can be com-

pletely described. By using the basis set in a proper way, all things constituting the

major system can be explained. An example of this would be if one was to describe

cutlery, and to one’s help was the shapes of a fork, a knife and a spoon. By stating

different sizes and quantities of the shapes any set of cutlery could be described.
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rk

Figure 2.1: Space division in the augmented wave method.
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Mathematical examples are basis vectors describing two-dimensional space. The

surface could be described by the vectors x̂ = (1, 0) and ŷ = (0, 1) if a Cartesian

coordinate system was to be adopted. Any point in two-dimensional space can be

presented with vectors x̂ = (1, 0) and ŷ = (0, 1). Thus the two unit vectors form

a basis set of the system. However, the same system could also be described with

the aid of polar coordinates. That is, the radius, r, indicating a point’s distance

from the origin, and the angle, θ, representing the angle formed between a default

axis, normally the x-axis, and a line connecting the point of interest and the origin.

With the radial and angular coordinates every point can be given by the description

P̂ = (r, θ). Therefore, also this set of parameters is a basis set of two-dimensional

space. In conclusion a basis set can describe a major system, but the same major

system can, possibly, be described by several different basis sets.

In VASP basis sets are used to create the wavefunctions of the electrons involved in

the system evaluations. Thus the wavefunctions consist of several functions, taken

from a set of many functions. The basis set used in the code consists of plane waves.

2.1.4.2 Spin-orbit coupling

As VASP evaluates the systems at hand, it calculates the energies due to the kinetic

energies of the electrons, the potential from the nuclei and the electron-electron

interactions. What it does not take into consideration is what is known as the

spin-orbit coupling. This is a phenomenon that slightly alters the energies of the

electrons in their orbits [30].

The electron has an intrinsic property, which is called spin. This leads to the

particle having a spin magnetic moment, due to mentioned property. Another fea-

ture of the electron is that it experiences a magnetic field from the nucleus, as it

orbits the latter. This is due to the nucleus producing an electric field and that

charged particles in general induce a magnetic field when progressing through such.

When magnetic moments move through magnetic fields, this results in them expe-

riencing a potential energy. This is the additional energy due to spin-orbit coupling.

In this thesis, simulations have both been made when spin-orbit coupling has been

accounted for and when it has not. Therefore it has explicitly been written if

computations have been made with this nucleus-electron interaction added. Has

no comment regarding it been made, the studies have been made without taking

spin-orbit interaction into consideration.

2.2 COOP

When looking at different atoms one is sometimes interested in their interaction

characteristics. One that is often investigated is the bonding between atoms. Bond-

ing is the cooperation of atoms forming stable forms of compounds, rather than
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individual atoms. The new compound has a lower, more preferable energy than the

system of non-bonding atoms.

There are different physical origins of atomic bonds. A common ingredient

of them is the electron. What distinguishes the bonds from each other is the

behaviour of this particle. The valence electrons of elements are the key characters

in determining what bond is present.

2.2.1 Ionic bond

When two atoms approach each other there are occasions when a bond appears due

to one atom giving up one or more electrons, which the other atom accepts. This

is due to the atoms’ strive to gain a noble gas electronic structure. As this results

in one atom with a shortage of negative charge, or electrons, and one atom with

a corresponding surplus, an electromagnetic attraction appears between the atoms

that bond.

2.2.2 Metallic bonding

Metallic bonding appears when all atoms in a volume share their valence electrons

with all other atoms. That is, if there are N atoms present, each atom shares

its valence electrons with the remaining N -1 atoms. The shared electrons form

what could be considered a collective electron cloud, in which N ions are situated.

The electrons and the ions experience an attractive force that holds the material

together.

2.2.3 Covalent bond

The covalent bond could be seen as a compromise between the two extremes ionic

bond and metallic bonding. One atom does not entirely give up a specific number

of electrons that another atom accepts, but there is a degree of electron sharing

between present atoms. However, not all atoms’ valence electrons are shared among

all atoms either. The interacting atoms’ electrons surround their nuclei in specific

orbitals. What happens when there is covalent binding is that electron orbitals

belonging to different atoms overlap. Thus electrons orbiting different nuclei, while

still in their own trajectories, can find themselves in positions close to each other.

The electrons are then shared by the atoms under study and covalent bonding oc-

curs.

There are different ways of electron orbitals bonding covalently. Depending on

the orbitals present in the procedure, certain bonding configurations are possible.

A review of the possible electron orbitals is shown in figure 2.2.
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(a) s-orbital (b) p-orbital

(c) d-orbital (d) f-orbital

Figure 2.2: Possible electron orbitals. There are other geometric possibilities. The

s-orbitals are simple spheres, whose centres could be thought of as the position of the

nucleus of the atom. The p-orbitals take on the given shape under all circumstances,

however, they could be aligned with either of the usual three Cartesian coordinate

axes. The d- and f-orbitals can vary more in shape. Those given here are not

the only occurring electron probability distributions. They are, however, those of

interest when it comes to describing covalent bonding between atoms.
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σ-bond

As atoms bond a measure of symmetry of their bonding orbitals is possible, with

reference to the relative atomic positions. Let there be an axis connecting the two

interacting atomic centres. This axis will be referred to as the bond axis. If the

present molecular orbitals are symmetric about the bond axis, the bond is said to

be a σ-bond. This can be seen in figures 2.3a and 2.3b, where s- and p-orbitals

illustrate the nature of the σ-bond.

π-bond

If again two atoms are studied with a connecting bond axis, the concept of a π-

bond can be analysed. The π-bond appears if there are two overlapping areas of the

atoms’ electron orbitals, both parallel to, and on opposite sides of, the axis. This

can be visualised with the aid of two p-orbitals, as in figure 2.3c, two d-orbitals, as

in figure 2.3d and one p- and one d-orbital, as in figure 2.3e.

δ-bond

When looking at the shape of electron orbitals it is realised that the number of lobes

in the particle’s probability distribution increases as progress is made through the

s-, p-, d- and f-orbital scheme. The pattern is similar concerning bonds. Advancing

further from the π-bond, one arrives at the δ-bond. In a δ-bond each interacting

atom contributes with four lobes each, from its electron probability distribution,

that bond. Figure 2.3f shows how such a situation may occur.

ϕ-bond

Another existing covalent bond is the ϕ-bond. It is, however, rare and not of

interest in this work.
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(a) σ-bond between an s- and a

p-orbital.

(b) σ-bond between two p-

orbitals.

(c) π-bond between two p-

orbitals.

(d) π-bond between two d-

orbitals.

(e) π-bond between a p- and a d-

orbital.

(f) δ-bond between two d-orbitals.

Figure 2.3: Different covalent bonds between atoms. In (f) two d-orbitals are

pictured with an imagined axis vertically running through their centers. The δ-

bond occurs if the rightmost electron distribution is rotated 90 degrees clockwise

around the vertical axis, while the leftmost orbital is rotated 90 degrees anticlock-

wise around its axis.
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Measuring the bond

Having seen the importance of electrons’ behaviour when it comes to bonds, an

immediate thought would be to measure the bond preferences of different atoms by

studying their electrically negatively charged components. By considering what the

electrons’ distributions are described by, namely wavefunctions, it can be realised

that knowledge regarding wave-like motion could help also in this matter. Just

as two coinciding waves at sea can either neutralise each other or increase each

other’s strengths, two wavefunctions affect each other in a similar manner. If two

molecular orbitals overlap and are in phase they interfere constructively, with an

increased electron probability in the overlap area. A situation like this leads to

bonding between two atoms. Are the orbitals out of phase the result is a destructive

interference with a reduced electron probability where the overlap occurs. This

would mean that the atoms show non-bonding properties.

One method of investigating how atoms interact is the crystal orbital overlap

population - the COOP [31, p. 43]. It is a means of finding a quantitative analy-

sis of the bonding strength. In the analysis of two atoms a quantum mechanical

approach is used. Linear superposition is used to get a molecular orbital from the

two, individually present, atomic orbitals. Thus the wavefunction of the two-atom

system is

Ψ = c1ψ1 + c2ψ2, (2.25)

where ψi is the atomic wavefunction of atom i. Since the probability of finding an

electron in a volume region V of space is given by integrating |Ψ|2 over that same

region, an integration over entire space yields∫
|Ψ|2dV = 1. (2.26)

Introducing the wavefunction expression in 2.25 into 2.26 and expanding the inte-

grand, assuming that the initial atomic orbitals are normalised, one gets∫
|Ψ|2dV =

∫
|c1ψ1 + c2ψ2|2dV = c21 + c22 + 2c1c2S12 = 1 (2.27)

S12 is the overlap integral [32] of the two interacting atoms and together with

the two coefficients, c1 and c2, it forms what is known as the Mulliken overlap

population — 2c1c2S12.

The Mulliken overlap population forms the basis of COOP theory. Its value

functions as an indicator of the bond strength between two atoms. In the bond

analysis a particular quantum physical scenario is studied - a specific molecular

orbital. If the Mulliken overlap population of the two atomic orbitals forming the

molecular orbital is positive, the interaction between the atoms is bonding. If,

however, the same property is negative, the interaction is considered anti-bonding.

Meanwhile a result of zero is interpreted as non-bonding.
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2.2.4 Positive or negative?

When analysing bonds the crystal orbital overlap population varies and can present

itself as both negative or positive. The reason for this can be found in the Mulliken

overlap population in 2.27. The overlap integral can be kept positive, thus leaving

the term’s sign dependent on the signs of the two coefficients c1 and c2 only.

If the coefficients are of opposite signs, the atomic orbitals are said to be out-

of-phase, while they are recognised as in-phase if the signs are the same. When two

orbitals overlap, they either interact constructively or destructively. The former

happens if two orbitals of the same phase interfere with each other, while the

latter occurs in the opposite case. Constructive overlap results in an increase of

electron density between the atoms, thus strengthening the attraction of the two

atoms. A bond is present. Are the phases opposite there is a decrease in the

inter-atomic electron density and the atoms experience anti-bonding. Graphically

different phases are usually represented by different colours in electron distributions.

In figure 2.3 the orbitals’ regions are either blue-green or pink. The blue-green

areas could be said to be phase-up, while those with a pink tone are phase-down.

As orbital overlaps with two lobes of the same phase lead to bonding, it can be

noted that in the figure there are only bonding interactions.

2.2.5 Total overlap population

The COOP can be evaluated at every single permitted energy when studying

molecules. However, if one sums the values of the COOP for all energies up to

the Fermi energy level, the total overlap population of the interaction is achieved.

This is a measure of the bond stability, as it scales as the bond order [31]. This

is thus not a perfect value of the bond order of a complex, but an indication of

its bond strength. In this work a code in Fortran has been used to calculate the

COOP of different atomic systems [33].

2.3 Point defects

The different symmetry breaking appearances in an otherwise perfect crystal are

referred to as lattice defects [34]. There are different kinds of defects [35]. Line

defects, including dislocations, such as the subgroups edge and screw dislocation,

is one example. Others are the planar defects, to which stacking faults and disloca-

tion loops belong, and the volume defects, covering voids and bubbles. These three

defect types can be categorised with respect to their representation in space. The

linear defects are one-dimensional, while the two latter ones are two-dimensional

and three-dimensional, respectively. Hence the crystal irregularities are either 1D,

2D or 3D defects. There is one additional class of defect commonly referred to.

The fourth defect family - to which the focus will be turned here - is called point

defects. It contains objects that are neither one-, two- or three-dimensional. Thus

this group is called 0D defects.
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Point defects concern crystal pattern irregularities around single positions of a lat-

tice. There are several definitions of such local repetition interruptions, see figure

2.4.

A vacancy is the removal of one of the lattice atoms from its site. An atom

should originally be in the vacancy’s place, but instead it is missing and its sup-

posed position is empty.

An interstitial defect is an atom that is positioned in a lattice site where there

usually should not be an atom. Its location is supposed to be empty. The intersti-

tial atom species could either be one of those regularly occurring in the crystal or

an alien species.

Yet another point defect is the substitutional defect. If a lattice consisting

of one or more species is considered, a substitutional defect is present if an atom

of one specific species is replaced in its position by an atom of another species.

The substitutional atom could either be of one of the common lattice types, or of

a foreign kind. In the former case it is referred to as an antisite defect, while in the

latter it is simply called a substitutional impurity atom.

The examples of point defects mentioned above can be considered to be basic 0D

defects. These can in turn be used as building blocks of more complex point de-

fects. By combining a vacancy with an interstitial, a Frenkel defect is created.

It is present when there is one vacancy and one interstitial in the vicinity of each

other. Usually it is formed if one lattice atom escapes its natural position, leading

to a vacancy occupying it instead, and takes on the role of an interstitial in a po-

sition where no atom is supposed to be. Similarly a Schottky defect appears if

two atoms simultaneously leave their sites in a lattice, leaving two vacancies. This

procedure can occur if the crystal is made up of ions and oppositely charged such

abandon their positions, preserving the crystal charge neutrality.

Sometimes several interstitials can be subjects of more advanced combinations of

defects. When two interstitials are in each other’s neighbourhood, the arrangement

of them acting together can be more stable than that of them residing in separate

positions, a distance apart. The formation of two interstitials lining up around the

same point in space is called a dumbbell.

Regardless of the possibility of single point defect combinations and despite the

chance of more stable configurations including them, this work is concerned with

individual defects. In this thesis the object of study will be interstitial defects.
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(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.4: Point defects in rocksalt crystal structure. Three different point defects

are located in a rocksalt crystal structure. An alien interstitial atom occupies the

middle of the lower left octant at the front. It has been coloured red and is marked

(a). A vacancy is situated on the far right of the crystal system, indicated by (b),

while an antisite - a substitutional defect - has been introduced further back on the

left, with its position given by (c). The latter case is illustrated by a blue atom

residing in a green atom’s original site.
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2.3.1 Interstitial positions

In crystal structures there is a nomenclature regarding the positions that inter-

stitials can be located in [35]. The sites that can be occupied by interstitials in

ordinary lattices are called octahedral and tetrahedral, see figure 2.5. Rock salt

structures, however, offer other possible set-ups, that are not in accordance with

the regular naming scheme. In this work two interstitial sites that are not compat-

ible with the common definitions will be studied. They can be seen in figure 2.6.

The interstitial enclosed by eight atoms forming a cube is situated in two tetra-

hedral positions at the same time. There are four atoms of each crystal species

surrounding the interstitial. If these two groups are treated individually, both of

them form a tetrahedral, in which the point defect resides, as can be seen in figure

2.6a. The other interstitial atom has four nearest neighbours. These are all in a

mutual plane, in which they act as corners of a square, see figure 2.6b. The inter-

stitial is located in this square’s centre.

(a) Octahedral interstitial position. (b) Tetrahedral interstitial position.

Figure 2.5: Common interstitial positions. (a) Octahedral interstitial position in

a body-centred cubic crystal structure. (b) Tetrahedral interstitial position in a

face-centred cubic lattice.

The interstitial position located in two tetrahedral configurations will here not

be referred to as a tetrahedral position, but to a cubic position, since the shape

constructed by the surrounding atoms is a cube. The other interstitial site will be

called a quartet site, due to the quartet encompassing it.
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(a) Cubic interstitial position. (b) Quartet interstitial position.

Figure 2.6: Halite interstitial positions. (a) Cubic interstitial position. Grey lines

indicate how a thought tetrahedral is constructed by the interstitial surrounding

atoms of one species. A similar tetrahedral can be formed by the four remaining

atoms, in the picture coloured green. (b) Quartet interstitital position.

2.3.2 Diffusion

Interstitial defects and point defects in general can exhibit diffusion. As time pro-

gresses they migrate through the crystal material, causing new lattice set-ups on a

microscopic level. The individual defects can group together and cause disruptions

in the repetitive environment on a larger scale. This, in turn, may affect physical

properties of the material of interest [11].

2.3.2.1 Macroscopic level

If the fuel material is considered to consist of several small spherical volumes, called

grains, a study of the separate areas is possible [36]. Within each grain gas atoms

appear as a result of a fission decay chain. These are able to migrate through the

grain and form bubbles with other atoms at the grain’s boundary. The migration

of the gas atoms obeys the diffusion equation

∂c

∂t
= D

(
∂2c

∂r2
+

2

r

∂c

∂r

)
− gc+ bm+ β, (2.28)

where c is the grain’s concentration of atoms not having grouped into bubbles,

D the diffusion coefficient of a gas atom, r the radial parameter of the grain, g

the bubble capture probability of a gas atom, b the bubble release probability of

gas atoms, m the concentration of gas within the grain’s bubbles and β the gas

production rate in the grain.
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2.3.3 Diffusion coefficient

The diffusion coefficient is a material dependent constant, that connects a subject’s

concentration gradient and its flux in a volume of interest. This correlation is

known as Fick’s law, and is presented as

J = −D∇C, (2.29)

where J is the atom flux of the material under study and C its concentration. As

has been shown, (2.28), the diffusion coefficient is also needed to understand the mi-

gration and occupancy of a foreign species in a crystal. It can be understood that D

is a wanted parameter, when it comes to understanding materials’ behaviour under

varying conditions. Therefore attention is turned to relationships involving quanti-

ties that are measurable and the diffusion coefficient. One such correlation involves

the migration energy of the diffusing element. This is then used in determining the

diffusion coefficient, which is found as [37]

D = D0e
−

Ef+Em

kBT . (2.30)

The migration energy, Em, can in this Arrhenius law like equation, together with

the defect’s formation energy, Ef, be found in the exponential function. kB is

Boltzmann’s constant, while D0 is a factor also dependent on the material.

2.3.4 Migration barrier

The movement of impurities or defects in a crystal does not come without a cost.

When a point defect, such as an interstitial is residing in what could be considered a

rest position, when the system is at equilibrium, there is a need of additional energy

transferred to it to enable it to move to another equivalent equilibrium position. If

the entire atomic system, in which the interstitial is present, is considered to have

a reference energy when the defect is in its initial position, it is possible to follow

the energy development of the set-up as the moving atom migrates. One would

get an energy diagram or profile, declaring how the energy shifts compared to the

reference energy, as the defect reaches new positions. When its journey has come

to an end and a new equilibrium state has been reached, the migration barrier of

the interstitial is the difference between the energies of the most energy expensive

set-up during the travel and the reference system. This property can then be used

in (2.30) to determine the diffusion coefficient of the migrating species.

The condition of an analysis like this to be made is that the path studied is

the least expensive in terms of energy. There must not be another way for the

interstitial, to travel from one rest position to another, that requires less added

energy to the system than the one studied.

2.3.4.1 Nudged elastic band

The nudged elastic band (NEB) method is a way of determining the migration

barrier of a defect in a system [38]. The method used is to investigate several
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intermediate steps on the path of the moving defect from its initial position to its

last, rather than make a continuous simulation following the particle - or absence

of it - on its entire journey. Several systems with the defect in varying positions

are set up. They are analysed simultaneously and are affected by each other. They

are namely connected to each other with what could be described as springs with

adjustable spring constants. If the atom environments are ordered, with the crystal

containing the defect in its initial position beginning the set-up series and the other

systems being lined up as the defect progresses on its path, neighbouring systems

are linked to each other. Thus, as the groundstate is sought in the different set-ups,

their relaxations are dependent not only on their own atom positions, but also on

how they are related to other migration steps.

By increasing or decreasing the spring constants the dependence on neighbour-

ing environments can be altered. This dependence can also be regulated to different

degrees in varying areas of the system order. Hence, in more important migration

journey areas, analysis steps can be more closely linked than in other areas.

When the atom systems have been investigated they are all coupled with indi-

vidual system energies. These energies can be plotted in a diagram in the same

order as the systems were put as springs were attached to them. This results in a

system energy against defect position graph. The migration barrier is then found

in accordance with the reasoning in 2.3.4.

2.4 Moduli

When working with materials there are physical quantities describing their ability

to sustain pressure exerted on them. The different moduli are variables describing

such properties.

An infinitesimal element of a material can be subject to deformation. The

deformation is in this case very small and can be expressed in terms of the coordinate

axes, x̂, ŷ and ẑ with the symbol ε. ε is the fraction of displacement of a coordinate

axis, and the current axis is indicated by subscripts. If there is a pure lengthwise

displacement of axis α, this is shown by a repetition of the subscript denoting the

axis - εαα. Is there a displacement of the α axis along the β axis, this is indicated

by a displacement εαβ . Hence the displacements can be deduced by comparing

the displaced axis x′ with the former axes. εxx is the distance difference of the

projection of x′ onto x̂ and the former axis x̂ itself, divided by the length of x̂,

whereas εxy is the length difference of the projection of x′ onto ŷ and ŷ itself,

divided by the length of ŷ, see figure 2.7.

The number of variables concerning deformation can be reduced by introducing

strains. These are defined as [39, p. 75]

eαα = εαα (2.31)

and

eαβ = εαβ + εβα, (2.32)
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x ̂

ŷ

x'

(a) Deformation of x̂.

x ̂

ŷ

x'

(b) Projections of x′ onto x̂ and ŷ.

Figure 2.7: Figure (a) shows a two-dimensional coordinate system with coordinate

axis x̂ and ŷ. The former is deformed and is repositioned as depicted by x’. In

(b) the red arrow indicates the projection of x’ onto ŷ, while the green arrow is

the projection of x’ onto x̂. The blue arrow is the length difference between the

projection of x’ onto x̂ and x̂ itself.
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implying eαβ = eβα.

When deformations are caused in a material, it is due to forces acting on it. A

present force is called stress and is labelled with the Greek letter sigma, σ. Again,

stresses can be introduced in different areas of a body along different directions,

making them axis dependent. Therefore subscripts are introduced also here. The

convention is reminiscent of that of the deformations. Two subscripts are used.

Studying a six-faced cube, figure 2.8, the stress is directed along the first subscript

axis. It is loaded on the surface with a normal parallel to the second subscript axis.

That is, σαβ is acting on the surface plane having a normal parallel to β, while its

direction is parallel to axis α.

Hooke’s law is a statement that ensures a relationship between the stresses and

the strains on a material volume element, as the material is in its elastic regime.

That is, while it is in a state, such that after it has been deformed it will return to

its original shape. The relationship is linear and takes the form



σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σzx
σxy


=

C11 · · · C16

...
. . .

...

C61 · · · C66




exx
eyy
ezz
eyz
ezx
exy


. (2.33)

The capital letter variables in (2.33) are called the elastic stiffness constants. It has

been shown [39, p.77-79] that out of the 36 constants, only three are independent

when studying cubic crystals. These are C11, C12 and C44. The other constants

are related to these through

C22 = C33 = C11

C21 = C31 = C32 = C23 = C13 = C12

C55 = C66 = C44

All other C’s = 0.

(2.34)

The moduli, representatives of materials’ ability to withstand loads, are defined by

combinations of the stiffness constants, which relate stress and deformation in a

specimen. They are material dependent.

2.4.1 Bulk modulus

The bulk modulus, B, is a means of describing the volume change of a material as

pressure is uniformly exerted on it. A high bulk modulus indicates good resistance

to compression as the material experiences surrounding pressure, whereas a low

value of the bulk modulus is a sign of poor compression resistance. An analogue of

the compression of a random material is the making of a snowball. As two hands
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σxx

σxz

σzz

σyx

σyy

σyz

σzx
σzy

σxy

Figure 2.8: A three-dimensional representation of the stresses on a volume element.
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are cupped the snowball takes on the familiar shape of a ball. Then there is a uni-

form pressure exerted on its spherical surface as it is pressed together. Meanwhile

its volume decreases. If it is easy to squeeze the snowball to a smaller size, its bulk

modulus would have been said to be low. Had it, on the contrary, been difficult to

resize the snowball in a similar way, its bulk modulus would have taken on a larger

value.

In this thesis an expression of the bulk modulus using the elastic stiffness con-

stants will be used. This expression can be found by defining an energy property

called the elastic energy density [39, p. 77], which serves a similar purpose as that

of the potential energy of a stretched spring. Thus the elastic energy density, here

denoted Uee, is a scalar function, whose value increases with larger strains. The

quadratic energy dependence of the displacement from the equilibrium position in

the case of the spring can also be seen when studying the infinitesimal volume el-

ements, a similarity that appears clearly when the two energy equations are more

closely examined:
Uspring = 1

2kx
2

Uee = 1
2

6∑
a=1

6∑
b=1

Kabeaeb.
(2.35)

In (2.35) the indices of the strains are contractions of cartesian coordinate combi-

nations. the lowered numbers 1-3 correspond to the coordinate indices xx, yy and

zz, while the numbers 4-6 are equivalent to yz, zx and xy. It can be shown [39,

p. 78] that the constants Kab are related to the elastic stiffness constants through
1
2 (Kab +Kba) = Cab. This, in turn, implies Cab = Cba, which is in accordance with

(2.34). Since the bulk modulus indicates the reluctance of a material to bow to uni-

form compression, its dependence of stiffness constants is sought in the expression

of elastic energy density due to uniform strains. The strains of interest are thus

those given by eαα. The Uee caused by these strains is

Uee =
1

2
C11

∑
e2αα +

1

2
C12

∑
α 6=β

(eααeββ). (2.36)

Due to the fact that the value of eααeββ would remain the same if the order of the

factors is reversed, there will be a double-counting of the values of eααeββ in the

last term of (2.36), which in turn will compensate the term’s factor of 1
2 . Thus

(2.36) boils down to

Uee =
1

2
C11(e2xx + e2yy + e2zz) + C12(exxeyy + exxezz + eyyezz). (2.37)

If the strains eαα are considered to be of equal amount, 1
3ebulk, the energy expression

can be further simplified to

Uee =
1

2
C11 · 3 ·

1

9
e2bulk + C12 · 3 ·

1

9
e2bulk =

1

6
C11e

2
bulk +

1

3
C12e

2
bulk. (2.38)

If the energy density expression in (2.38) again, after the final simplifications in

the equation, is adapted to a similar expression as that of the analogue stretched
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spring, with a factor of 1
2 , a constant and the equilibrium displacement, as given in

(2.35), the constant will be

B =
1

3
C11 +

2

3
C12. (2.39)

This is the sought bulk modulus.

2.4.2 Shear modulus

Shear modulus, G, is a material dependent variable, measuring the material’s abil-

ity to withstand shear stress. Imagining a three dimensional cuboid being subject

to a force applied to one of its sides, where the direction of the force is tangential

to the surface under study, a visualisation of the shear stress effect is possible, fig-

ure 2.9. If the surface of the box opposite to that under stress is rigidly locked in

its position, the shape of the cuboid will change. While the rigid surface remains

immobile, the other surfaces will move. This will turn the rectangular cuboid into a

parallelepiped. The shear modulus of a material hints how well it would persist to

retain its original shape. Would it have a high shear modulus, its resultant shape

would be close to the initial form. However, if there is a low shear modulus value,

the deformation occurs more easily and the final geometric shape will tilt more,

with regards to the cuboid.

The correlation between the value of a material’s shear modulus and its ability

to maintain its original shape is evident from the definition of the property. As

the cuboid is deformed in figure 2.9b, there is an angle θ indicating the tilt of the

volume element. This angle is of primary interest when it comes to specifying the

shear modulus, G, since the angle states the occurred strain.

G =
σαβ
εαβ

=
F
A

tan θ
. (2.40)

If experimental results with measurements providing the necessary data - such as

θ, F and A - are not available, G can still be found if the stiffness matrix with its

constants is known. Due to the vanishing of stiffness constants in cubic crystals,

the expression of the shear modulus is simplified [34, p. 50-53] to the, seemingly,

uncomplicated

G = C44. (2.41)

2.4.3 Young’s modulus

A third material describing property is Young’s modulus, E. Again the method

of introducing a cuboid to illustrate the meaning of the modulus is useful, see fig-

ure 2.9. In analogy with the case of the shear modulus, a force is applied to one of

the cuboid’s sides. This time, however, the direction of the force is perpendicular to

the surface mentioned and parallel to its normal. This will result in an elongation

of the material along the direction of the force. Young’s modulus is correlated to

the material’s ability to resist the deformation. The larger the value of the modulus

is, the better is the extension resistance of the material.
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Also Young’s modulus can be expressed in terms of the stiffness constants of a

material. A common approach is, however, to use the compliance constants, which

are written with the capital letter S accompanied with two subscripts, to find the

modulus. The material property is direction dependent - something that has been

incorporated in its formula [34, p. 52]:

1

E[hkl]
= S11 − (2(S11 − S12)− S44)(α2β2 + α2γ2 + β2γ2). (2.42)

The greek letters in the last term are the cosines of the angles between the direction

along which the Young’s modulus is calculated, [hkl], and the Cartesian coordinate

axes [100], [010] and [001] in Euclidean space. The compliance constants of interest

here are related to the stiffness constants through

S11 = C11+C12

(C11−C12)(C11+2C12)

S12 = − C12

(C11−C12)(C11+2C12)
.

S44 = 1
C44

(2.43)

In this thesis the Young’s modulus has been taken along one of the coordinate axes,

say [100], which leads to a simplified expression of (2.42), leaving only one term on

the right-hand side:

1

E[100]
= S11. (2.44)

2.4.4 Atomic displacement

In this thesis the behaviour of atoms in the close vicinity of an interstitial alien

atom is also studied. In particular four specific atoms are of interest as the crystal

impurity migrates through the surroundings.

Imagine an interstitial in a cubic site in a rocksalt structured crystal, as in

figure 2.4. The progress of migration of the alien atom will be the movement from

its initial position to an adjacent equivalent such, see figure 2.10. Midway on its

journey the migrating particle will pass through a square of four atoms, which ini-

tially formed one side of the cube in which the interstitial was positioned. This

square shaped passage will hereafter be referred to as the migration window. The

window atoms will be disturbed by the passing foreigner. This will cause them to

move out of their previous equilibrium positions - they will get displaced, as shown

in figure 2.11.
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(a) Bulk modulus

F
θ

(b) Shear modulus

F

L ΔLL

(c) Young’s modulus

Figure 2.9: Figure (a) shows a ball being under uniform pressure, figure (b) a

cuboid where a force has been applied to one of its surfaces, the force’s direction

being parallel to the surface, and figure (c) a similar cuboid experiencing a uniaxial

force pulling its end. All these figures are two-dimensional projections of a three-

dimensional scenario. Thus the ball in figure (a) is not only being compressed by

forces in a plane, but uniformly by forces directed inwards in all directions. In the

other figures, however, the forces are directed along one axis only.
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Figure 2.10: Interstitial migration. The red atom is indicating the interstial atom

in its initial position. The grey atoms are its midway and final positions. In the

figure the foreign atom is thus moving from left to right.

Figure 2.11: The interstitial has come halfway to its destination. Thus it has

reached the window that is situated between the two cubic sites that are described

in figure 2.10. It travels perpendicularly to the plane of the paper and, as it does,

the effect it has on the nearby window atoms is shown with the aid of arrows. The

arrows merely indicate that atoms are dislodged from their previously expected

positions. They are not to be interpreted as strictly showing the exact movements

of the objects. The perturbation may not only be planar and radially outwards

from the passing guest.
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This analysis is purely geometrical. All crystal atoms’ positions are attainable

and those of the atoms of interest are gathered in their initial and intermediate

locations of the migration. The distance travelled by the window corner stones is

found by comparison of their spatial coordinates in the two different instants. This

is done with the distance formula in Euclidean space,

d =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − x′i)2. (2.45)

xi and x′i are the i:th coordinates of a specific atom in its former and latter position.

Since Cartesian coordinates are used and the space of interest is three-dimensional,

(2.45) appears in the form

d =
√

(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2. (2.46)

Here the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 have been removed and the coordinate axes symbols

x, y and z have instead been introduced, indicating the coordinates of the atoms.



Chapter 3

Results

The investigative work in this project can be divided into two parts. One is concern-

ing the search of correlations between material properties and migration barriers in

the same system. The other is an evaluation of the validity of DFT+U simulations

of uranium nitride and plutonium nitride. Therefore the results of the two areas

of study have been separated. The correlation study will be analysed first, while

that of the DFT+U computations will be presented afterwards. This outline will

be easily followed as headlines will indicate when one of the two major sections is

introduced.

3.1 Correlation study

The analysis regarding material properties and migration barriers has followed a

predestined course. The separate properties of the studied materials have been

calculated independently, leading to results within each area. These have afterwards

been compared with migration barriers in the search for correlations between them.

The same approach will be applied in this section. Migration barrier energies and

results of material property studies will be presented individually alongside the

method of finding them. This will be complemented with comparisons of the values

found, in which possible correlations can be viewed. The findings will be presented

with both text and images, including pictures visualising physical scenarios and

diagrams.

3.1.1 Migration barrier

There have been different cases, in which migration barriers have been analysed.

First five two-species nitrides, containing either titanium (Ti), tantalum (Ta), vana-

dium (V), hafnium (Hf) or zirconium (Zr), have been studied. The compounds

formed by these elements together with nitrogen have in common that they all

have a transition metal atom as a building block. However, one case where the

non-nitrogen element is not a transition metal has also been looked into. The addi-

tional simulations have concerned uranium nitride, UN. Thus six different scenarios

43
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Compound material He int. [eV] Xe int. [eV] Kr int. [eV]

TiN 0.783 1.06 1.21

TaN 2.58 3.39 2.32

VN 0.951 2.27 2.08

HfN 1.23 1.81 2.12

ZrN 1.07 1.45 1.53

Table 3.1: Migration barriers in transition metal nitride compounds.

are presented with their results. The results concerning compounds containing tran-

sition metals will be treated first, only to be followed by the corresponding values

of uranium nitride.

3.1.1.1 Transition metal nitrides

This investigation has been conducted by making use of the nudged elastic band me-

thod. An interstitial gas atom has been allowed to wander between two equivalent

crystal minimum energy positions. The energies of these positions have been calcu-

lated through VASP simulations [40], as have the intermediate states between the

start and end points. The energies are then analysed individually and compared.

The energy difference between the highest and the lowest energy configurations is

then considered to be the migration barrier energy - no more energy needs to be

added to the system to enable the migration. The result of the migration simula-

tions is reproduced in table 3.1.

It can be noted that there is no strict relationship between the migration energy

and the size of the migrating atom. The gas atoms that are present in the crystal

lattices are - in order of increasing size - helium, krypton and xenon. However,

the xenon interstitial is the alien atom with the highest migration barrier only in

two compounds - TaN and VN. In the remaining three nitride crystals a krypton

atom requires more additional energy to be able to migrate. What is apparent is

that there is a larger xenon migration barrier than a corresponding krypton one in

the nitrides containing tantalum or vanadium. The scenario is the opposite when

studying the other nitrides. Tantalum and vanadium belong to the same chemical

group in the periodic system. They have similar electron configurations, that differ

from those of titanium, hafnium and zirconium, which in turn all three belong to

a joint chemical group. Thus the electronic structure seems to have an impact on

which migrating species has the highest migration barrier.

Even though the size of the interstitial atom does not reveal if its migration bar-

rier is larger or smaller than another atom’s, a similar analysis could be performed
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regarding the size of the transition metal atoms. The energy required to enable

migration of a helium atom in a transition metal nitride seems to be related to

the size of the crystal atoms. The transition metal atom with the lowest atomic

number is titanium, while that of the highest corresponding number is tantalum.

These are the transition metals whose nitrides have the lowest and highest migra-

tion barriers, respectively. The other nitrides have barriers that are related to each

other in compliance with the transition metal atomic numbers.

With a xenon interstitial the situation is different. The vanadium nitride mi-

gration barrier is not the second lowest, but the second highest - only surpassed by

that of TaN. Thus the two nitrides with the largest migration barriers are from the

same chemical group, as are the three with the lowest barriers. Within these two

subgroups, the ordering of the barriers is according to the atomic numbers of the

transition metals. The scenario is the same when krypton is migrating, apart from

hafnium nitride having a higher migration barrier than VN.

The size of the interstitial atom does not seem to have as much influence over

the migration barrier in a material as do the sizes of the material atoms them-

selves. What, however, affects the migration possibilities the most is the electronic

configuration of crystal atoms. This determines which of two interstitials has the

highest migration barrier and to some extent the magnitudes of the barriers. The

latter effect is more prominent as larger interstitials are studied. Small interstitials,

as helium, appear to have migration barriers that are more affected by the atomic

number of the crystal atoms than their electronic characteristics.

What should be noted in the results of the nitride migration barriers is that TaN

has a migration barrier of helium that is higher than that of xenon. In all the

other compounds the helium gas atom is the one that migrates most easily of the

three. However, in the case of tantalum nitride its barrier is remarkably high. It is

more than twice as big as the highest helium migration barrier in the other crys-

tals. Also it is not expected to be able to compete with the migration barrier of

xenon - still less too even exceed it. A possible reason for this behaviour could

be that the simulation is not completely converged. Migration computations are

expensive and more demanding than those of material properties. Therefore, the

migration simulations have in some cases been made without a true convergence of

the results in order to get a number associated with the atom movement. This is

the case because the main objective is to find numbers of the migration barriers to

find correlations with other properties. Would such a relationship be found, more

accurate migration reconstructions would be performed.

3.1.1.2 Migration energy profiles

In figure 3.1 there are five diagrams presenting the energy profiles of the crystal

structures as a xenon gas atom moves through them. The vertical axes represent

energy, while the horizontal represent crystal structure, starting with the gas atom

in its initial position, furthest to the left, chronologically approaching its final state,
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furthest to the right. All energy measurements in each migration analysis are

marked with red crosses in the diagrams. The start and end point configurations

are represented by two identical atomic arrangements, due to symmetry, and thus

have the same energy. The green lines appearing in the diagrams are not measured

values of system energies, but mere connections of the obtained data points. They

are interpolations of the true simulations and have not been treated in this work.

It can be seen that the energy diagrams in all cases assume the expected bell

shape [35], illustrated in figure 3.1f. However, the HfN crystal, figure 3.1c, has an

energy profile with an asymmetric shape. This should not be the case, generally,

and why it takes on this appearance is not entirely clear. Possibly, the answer is

again connected to the simulations not being satisfactorily converged at all stages.

3.1.1.3 Uranium nitride

Realising that all transition metal migration energy profiles resemble each other, it

is assumed that the uranium nitride energy profile will attain the same bell shape.

However, the UN migration barrier has not been calculated with the aid of a strict

NEB approach. Instead a method has been used that is based on the same princi-

ples as the NEB method. That is, three interstitial sites in a crystal are assumed

to be either the migrating atom’s stable positions, thus functioning as its start and

end points, or saddle point during its journey. These set-ups are analysed. Unlike

the procedure in the NEB model, there are no simulations made of other intermedi-

ary states of the system and the computations made are independent of each other.

Although three interstitial positions are analysed, there are simulations made of

only two of them. This is due to the symmetry reasons mentioned in figure 3.1.

The set-up that will be found to be the low-energy configuration will namely take

on the role as both the system that has the interstitial in its initial position and

the system that has it in its final position. The other, high-energy, arrangement

will be seen as containing the interstitial in its saddle position.

In the UN fuel composite, one type of gas atom has been studied as it migrates

in the material - xenon. Its journey has, however, been studied as it is subject

to different conditions. The crystalline structure has taken on both ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic structures in the analysis. UN has previously shown a ten-

dency not to behave as expected magnetically when studied with a DFT approach.

Although the material has been experimentally verified [41] to undertake an an-

tiferromagnetic structure, it has energetically preferred a ferromagnetic state as

simulations have been made [42].

The simulations have also, in both FM and AFM systems, been performed with

both standard DFT settings and DFT+U adjustments. This has led to varying re-

sults, which can be viewed in tables 3.2 and 3.3. In the tables are representations of

the energy states as the migrating atom is in its initial and saddle point, as well as

its migration barrier in the different scenarios and also the averaged uranium atom

magnetic moment, as both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic cases are studied.
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(f) Typical migration curve

Figure 3.1: (Caption on next page.)
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Figure 3.1: (Previous page.) Xenon migration energy profiles of transition metal

nitrides. Figures 3.1a to 3.1e are diagrams of performed migration simulations,

while figure 3.1f illustrates what a typical migration energy profile could look like

in a rock salt crystal. The blue line, symbolising continuous energy values along a

migration path, assumes the shape of a bell.

Xenon interstitial in UN

Framework
Magnetic

state

Interstitial

position

System

energy [eV]

Uranium

magnetic

moment

[µB]

DFT

FM
Cubic 0.85 1.28

Quartet 0 1.23

AFM
Cubic 1.20 -0.03

Quartet 0 -0.01

DFT+U

FM
Cubic -0.31 1.71

Quartet 0 1.73

AFM
Cubic 0.36 -0.001

Quartet 0 -0.01

Table 3.2: Simulation results of Xe migration in UN. The magnetic moment in the

last column is the averaged magnetic moment per uranium atom in the nitride.

3.1.1.4 Magnetic moments variation

As the simulations have provided results of system energies of the UN crystals

containing a xenon atom, the magnetic moments of the uranium atoms have been

tracked as well in the migration process. The results presented here are the magnetic

moments of the uranium atoms that are closest to the migrating particle. These

are compared with the magnetic moments of the corresponding uranium atoms in a

nitride crystal where there is no interstitial present. The latter values are obtained

through simulations using the ramping method with DFT+U, see section 3.2. Thus

the locality dependence of the uranium atom magnetic moment in the vicinity of a

xenon interstitial is illuminated.

The nitrogen atoms are non-magnetic, thus contributing nothing to the mag-

netic configuration. Instead the uranium atoms are responsible of the entire mag-

netic moment in the simulations. To assure a proper analysis of a magnetic state,

magnetic moments are initially manually set of all atoms - both those that are non-

magnetic and those that carry a non-zero moment. Here the same default value
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Xenon migration barrier in UN

Framework Magnetic state Migration energy [eV]

DFT
Ferromagnetic 0.85

Antiferromagnetic 1.20

DFT+U
Ferromagnetic 0.31

Antiferromagnetic 0.36

Table 3.3: Migration barrier energy of Xe in UN.

has been assigned to all atoms of the same species. These values will function as

initial guesses of the moments, from which the system converges to the groundstate.

Hence, the magnetic moments, if originally being incorrect, will reach their correct

values.

The magnetic arrangement that is studied here is an antiferromagnetic set-up.

In the interstitial system the xenon atom is positioned in a cubic site. Thus four

uranium atoms will appear as nearest neighbours of it. The results of both the

lattice with and that without an interstitial atom are presented in table 3.4. An

experimentally achieved value of the individual uranium atom magnetic moment in

a UN crystal is also added.

3.1.2 Elastic moduli

Three different elastic moduli have been calculated - the bulk modulus, the shear

modulus and Young’s modulus. They have all been found using the VASP sim-

ulation package. As indicated in 2.1.2.4, the results of the moduli can vary by

different amounts from the actual values depending on the choice of exchange cor-

relation functional. Here the PBE functional has been used. In the case of bulk

moduli it has reproduced values not differing by more than ten percent on average

from the moduli previously found of a set of crystals. After the choice of functional

there are, however, still factors affecting the accuracy of the predictions. These are

the cut-off energy and the number of k-points in the simulations. To get reliable

numbers an initial k-point set has been kept constant, while the cut-off energy has

been increased. After this, the cut-off energy has instead been kept constant, while

an increase of k-points has been performed. This latter increase has been continued

until a convergence pattern of the elastic constants has been recognised, which can

be seen in figure 3.2. When satisfactory convergences have been achieved, the

moduli values have been established.

The cut-off energy default value in the simulations was initially set to 500 eV.

This is the value used in all simulations having a k-point mesh of up to and including

17x17x17 k-points. The computations with 19x19x19 and 21x21x21 k-points have

been performed with a cut-off energy of 600 eV.
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Atomic magnetic moment variation of U in UN

Framework Magnetic state Interstitial Atom

Magnetic

moment

[µB]

DFT AFM Yes

1 1.13

2 0.56

3 -1,40

4 -1.07

DFT+U AFM No

1 1.18

2 1.18

3 -1.18

4 -1.18

Experimental AFM No - 0.75a

Table 3.4: Magnetic moment of UN as Xe migrates. In the leftmost column the

simulation treatment of the system under study can be seen. This is followed by its

magnetic configuration, while the third column indicates if there is an alien xenon

atom in the crystal. In the second last column the atoms under study are labelled.

For simplicity they are referred to as atoms 1, 2, 3 and 4. The uranium magnetic

moment is presented in the last column.
aReference[41]
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Figure 3.2: Convergence scenarios of the three different kinds of elastic constants

under investigation. Here all constants represent characteristics of a ZrN material.

The indicator of number of k-points is not the total number of k-points used, but

a shortage of it. If the x-axis states 9 k-points present, 9x9x9 k-points have been

assigned in the simulation.
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3.1.2.1 Bulk modulus

The bulk modulus results are here presented in the form of a table. Findings in

this work are compared with values established in experimental investigations, as

well as in other simulation studies. These are shown in different columns in table

3.5.

Compound
Bulk modulus [GPa]

This work Exp. value Other work

TiN 296 318f , 288c 286d, 322d

TaN 346 X 389a, 347b,

338d, 378d

VN 331 268f , 233c 333d, 376d

HfN 287 260e 278d, 320d

ZrN 265 248e 264d, 292d

Table 3.5: Transition metal nitride compound bulk modulus.
aReference[43] bReference[44] cReference[45]

dReference[46] eReference[47] fReference[48]

No experimental value of the bulk modulus of tantalum nitride has been found.

Instead additional values found in other simulations have been provided.

3.1.2.2 Shear modulus

Compound
Shear modulus [GPa]

This work Exp. value Other work

TiN 155 163a 160e

TaN 36 X 46c

VN 129 133a 108d

HfN 116 150b 134b

ZrN 111 138b 129b

Table 3.6: Transition metal nitride compound shear modulus.
aReference[48] bReference[49] cReference[50]

dReference[51] eReference[52]

It can be seen that the shear moduli obtained in the cases of TiN and VN in this

work are in very good agreement with experimental findings. However, HfN and

ZrN are two materials with properties that here are divergent from those found in

reality. The theoretical shear modulus of the latter crystals has also been better

simulated in another work. Again no experimental value has been found regarding

TaN in the literature. However, previous work has resulted in a value resembling

that obtained here.
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3.1.2.3 Young’s modulus

Compound
Young’s modulus [GPa]

This work Exp. value Other work

TiN 561 556a, 604b 545g

TaN 709 X 642e

VN 558 478a 336f

HfN 581 380c, 644d 579d

ZrN 518 500b, 460c 663d

Table 3.7: Transition metal nitride compound Young’s modulus.
aReference[48] bReference[53] cReference[54]

dReference[49] eReference[50] fReference[51]

gReference[52]

Four transition metal nitrides have been recognised in the literature with exper-

imental values of the Young’s modulus. Three of them - TiN, VN and ZrN -

have here been computed to have moduli in the vicinity of those experimentally

found. HfN has through simulations been assigned a property value that is between

two experimental values that are far apart. Its parameter is, however, in very good

agreement with that found theoretically elsewhere. TaN’s Young’s modulus is fairly

close to that found with the aid of a theoretical model in another work.

3.1.3 COOP

The bonding strength between atoms in a crystal is considered in different scenarios.

As one atom species is studied, it is of interest not only to see how it interacts with

other kinds of atoms, but also with similar atoms in its vicinity. Therefore, in the

transition metal and nitrogen rocksalt crystals, the COOP has been calculated in

the cases of bonding between two transition metal atoms, two nitrogen atoms and

one atom of each kind. The total overlap population in these situations is given in

table 3.8.

The total COOP values of two nitrogen atoms interacting with each other are very

low — all in the range of 10−10 − 10−11. These are negligible when compared

with the magnitudes of the other two kinds of interactions. They are, however,

included for completeness. Concerning the other possible bonds there are values

for evaluation. The units used are arbitrary units2. That is, they are typical for

2This is due to the fact that the absolute value of the COOP analysed is dependent on

the system set-up. It does not take boundary conditions into consideration, wherefore it is

simulation cell size dependent. Therefore the same amount of atoms has been used in all

COOP calculations. The number of transition metal atoms in each case is 108, equalling

the number of nitrogen atoms.
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Compound material TM - N [a.u.] TM - TM [a.u.] N - N [a.u.]

TiN 20.76 1.76 1.00·10−10

TaN 14.13 3.21 2.56·10−10

HfN 10.95 3.55 2.73·10−10

VN 25.70 2.41 1.39·10−11

ZrN 9.59 3.12 2.20·10−10

Table 3.8: The total COOP of the five transition metal nitrides. Three different

interactions are considered. TM-N indicates that the interaction between transi-

tion metal atoms and nitrogen atoms is considered, while TM-TM symbolises the

interaction between two transition metal atoms. Consequently N-N suggests that

a nitrogen coupling is investigated.

these measurements under certain circumstances. The strongest bonds are between

different atom types. The interaction between two atoms of the crystal’s transition

metal is clearly weaker.

In figure 3.3 diagrams of the COOP in the different nitride compounds are dis-

played. The interaction considered is that of two heterogeneous atoms. Although

the bond strength indicator can be seen as varying with the energy of the system,

it is not the actual system energy that is marked on the x-axes of the plots — it

is the result of subtracting the Fermi level from the total energy. Thus the highest

occupied orbital is that at energy 0 eV in the diagrams. The Fermi level is indicated

by vertical lines in the graphs.

3.1.4 Displacement of nearest neighbours

As a gas atom migrates through a crystal, the other atoms are not unaffected. Their

positions change depending on the path of the moving atom. Here the displace-

ments of those atoms closest to the gas atom of interest are analysed. By declaring

atoms as nearest neighbours of, or being closest to, the migrating particle, it is

referred to those atoms that are nearest the gas as it is situated in three different

positions along its pathway. These positions are the initial position of the migrating

atom, its final position and also the intermediary saddle point. The saddle point is

referring to the position reached when the gas atom intersects a plane perpendicular

to the direction of migration at an equidistant position from the gas atom’s initial

and final positions, see figures 2.10 and 2.11.

Intuitively the surrounding atoms should move radially away from the passing nu-

cleus - in this case diagonally, since the neighbours constitute the corners of a square

with the traveller in the centre. The amount by which their positions are altered

is expected to depend on the size of the crystal building blocks.

As the displacement analysis has been made, a specific convention has been used
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Figure 3.3: Graphs of the crystal orbital overlap population in different compounds.

The vertical axes’ unit has been labelled a.u., indicating that arbitrary units have

been used. Horizontally the unit used is eV. However, the difference between the

system total energy and the Fermi energy has been used, rather than the system

energy alone, as measuring reference.
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in referring to the different atoms in the migration window. The migrating atom

is called the interstitial in all results presented in this section. The surrounding

atoms are, however, marked with general names, depending on their positions. The

proceedings in naming the building blocks is retailed in figure 3.4.

The amount of which the atoms in the window are affected by the dynamic process

is calculated with different interstitial species in several varying compounds. The

compounds are the transition metal nitrides that have been analysed previously in

the thesis, namely those containing transition metals belonging to groups IV and

V in the periodic table. To enable a comparison of the atomic displacements and

properties of the earlier analysed migrations, the migrating atoms are the gas atoms

familiar from analysis in section 3.1.1: helium, krypton and xenon. The results of

the calculated atom displacements have been divided into sections named after the

migrating species.
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TM1

TM2N1

N2

Figure 3.4: The naming process of atoms in a migration sequence. The centralised,

red atom is the interstitial. The other atoms are atoms of the species making up

the regular crystal pattern. The blue atoms in the figure correspond to transition

metal (TM) atoms, while the green ones are nitrogen (N) atoms. Two identical

atoms are numbered to separate them from each other.

3.1.4.1 Helium interstitial

The helium atom is the smallest of the migrating elements in this thesis. As it

moves through the crystal the disturbances of the surrounding atoms have been

recorded. Total displacements of the atoms have been noted, as have their relative

displacements. The latter is the movement of the atoms compared to the lattice

parameter of the crystal of interest. Table 3.9 is a summary of the results obtained.

The unit used in the case of total displacement is Ångström, while the relative
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rearrangement is given in percent.

Displacement of a He interstitial surrounding atoms

Compound Atom Total displacement [Å] Relative displacement [%]

TiN

TM1 0.174 4.1

TM2 0.174 4.1

N1 0.216 5.1

N2 0.219 5.1

TaN

TM1 0.251 5.7

TM2 0.206 4.7

N1 0.240 5.4

N2 0.236 5.4

VN

TM1 0.214 5.2

TM2 0.211 5.1

N1 0.273 6.6

N2 0.273 6.6

HfN

TM1 0.157 3.5

TM2 0.140 3.1

N1 0.203 4.5

N2 0.202 4.5

ZrN

TM1 0.173 3.7

TM2 0.180 3.9

N1 0.201 4.4

N2 0.202 4.4

Table 3.9: Displacement of nearest neighbours of a He interstitial.

3.1.4.2 Krypton interstitial

A krypton atom is larger than a helium such. Hence larger displacements are

expected as it moves through the same materials as the smaller noble gas element.

This can also be seen in table 3.10, which has the same structure as table 3.9.
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Displacement of a Kr interstitial surrounding atoms

Compound Atom Total displacement [Å] Relative displacement [%]

TiN

TM1 0.413 9.7

TM2 0.417 9.8

N1 0.370 8.7

N2 0.403 9.4

TaN

TM1 0.457 10

TM2 0.438 9.9

N1 0.393 8.9

N2 0.403 9.1

VN

TM1 0.206 5.0

TM2 0.469 11

N1 0.444 11

N2 0.356 8.7

HfN

TM1 0.429 9.5

TM2 0.407 9.0

N1 0.428 9.4

N2 0.405 8.9

ZrN

TM1 0.432 9.4

TM2 0.430 9.3

N1 0.438 9.5

N2 0.425 9.2

Table 3.10: Displacement of nearest neighbours of a Kr interstitial.

3.1.4.3 Xenon interstitial

Despite xenon having a size comparable to that of a krypton atom, differences

can be noted in the effect the interstitials have on the atoms in their vicinity. A

comparison is possible by looking at the xenon data in table 3.11.
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Displacement of a Xe interstitial surrounding atoms

Compound Atom Total displacement [Å] Relative displacement [%]

TiN

TM1 0.487 11

TM2 0.496 12

N1 0.329 7.7

N2 0.325 7.6

TaN

TM1 0.540 12

TM2 0.462 10

N1 0.404 9.1

N2 0.419 9.5

VN

TM1 0.993 24

TM2 0.468 11

N1 0.417 10

N2 0.376 9.1

HfN

TM1 0.506 11

TM2 0.465 10

N1 0.382 8.4

N2 0.393 8.7

ZrN

TM1 0.478 10

TM2 0.492 11

N1 0.449 9.7

N2 0.430 9.3

Table 3.11: Displacement of nearest neighbours of a Xe interstitial.

3.1.5 Correlations

With all the wanted material property results, relations between them and the ma-

terials’ migration barrier energies are sought. The search for it is here reproduced

in the shape of diagrams, where the migration barriers are plotted against the ma-

terial property of interest.

As the correlation investigations have been made, all transition metal compounds

have been subject to the same studies. However, they have been divided into two

subgroups in the diagrams. The groups are distinguished by the colours the com-

pounds are marked with in the diagrams. One collection of compounds has been

assigned the colour red, while the other has been given the colour green. Com-

pounds belonging to the same group have transition metals that are stationed in

the same group of the periodic table. Therefore TiN, HfN and ZrN are represented

by the same colour, red, in the diagrams, as titanium, hafnium and zirconium all

belong to group four (IV) of the periodic table. Meanwhile TaN and VN are shown

in green, as their transition metals belong to group five (V) in the periodic table.
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This is to make it easier to see not only an overall correlation, but also correlations

within chemical groups. Thus any role played by the electron configurations would

be recognisable.

What is noteworthy is that in this work three nitride compounds have been in-

vestigated in which a transition metal of group IV of the periodic table is included,

whereas only two compounds containing group V transition metals have been stud-

ied. This is due to convergence problems of simulations containing niobium (Nb),

which was supposed to form a sixth compound with nitrogen. Thus no results with

this element have been recorded. Unfortunately this leads to the absence of a data

point in the search for correlations, as can be seen in the diagrams in this section.

Migration energy and moduli

Since the moduli of a material are measurements of its ability to withstand de-

forming forces, a natural step is to look for links between them and the migration

energies of atoms in the crystal structure. A tendency to more easily, or less easily,

maintain the atomic configuration could have an effect on the capability to restrict

foreign atoms’ movement in the environment.

Below is a diagram, figure 3.5, in which the migration energies of a xenon atom

in transition metal nitrides have been plotted against the same compounds’ bulk

moduli. The bulk moduli have been analysed together with the migration energies

of the other noble gas atoms too, and the results in those situations are similar to

these. There is no complete correlation when all compounds are studied. Two of

the three compounds including group four elements of the periodic table seem to

possibly form a straight line, but the third has a migration energy that diverges

from it, which is also visible in figure 3.5. No proper conclusion can, however, be

drawn from this fact. If there are three data points that are not all aligned there

will always be a possibility to join any two of them with a straight line, suggesting a

linear relationship, and claim that the third is deviating from the same. Therefore

one would end up with three possible linear relationships, which all include one

data point that at the same time question them. The same reasoning goes for the

case with data sets containing two data points. There will always be a straight line

connecting them, no matter how uncorrelated they are in reality.

The shear and Young’s moduli have also been used in the quest of finding cor-

relations between migration energies and material properties. Not all results are

reproduced here. An example of a graphic representation of the migration barrier

dependence on a material’s shear modulus is found in figure 3.6, where a krypton

atom’s migration has been studied.

Migration energy and COOP

Just as nitrides’ moduli could be thought to have a connection with the migration

barriers of interstitials, the idea of the bond strength between the crystal’s con-
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Figure 3.5: Migration energy of a xenon interstitial vs. transition metal nitride

bulk modulus.
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Figure 3.6: Migration energy of a krypton interstitial vs. transition metal nitride

shear modulus.
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Figure 3.7: The first nearest neighbour (1NN) total COOP of transition metal

nitrides presented with the migration barrier energy of a xenon atom. Here, this

means that the bonding interaction is that between transition metal atoms and the

nitrogen atoms in their closest vicinity.

stituents possessing a similar link to the energy property does not seem distant.

Therefore the COOP has been investigated together with gas atoms’ migration. In

figure 3.7 the first nearest neighbour total COOP is the property analysed with

the migration of a xenon atom.

Migration energy and atomic displacements

As a migrating particle advances through a nitrogen containing crystal, the latter’s

atoms are displaced, see 3.1.4. These disturbances vary, depending on the nitride

and the atom finding its way through it. In figure 3.8 the migration barrier of a

krypton atom has been visualised together with an average atom displacement of

the four atoms constituting the migration window, see figure 2.11. As the rela-

tive displacements have been analysed in a context of correlation to the migration
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Figure 3.8: Migration barrier energy of a krypton atom against the average atom

displacement of surrounding nitride atoms.
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energy, a single number has been assigned rather than four different ones. This is

the case even though four atoms, of two different species, have been studied as the

migrating particle passes them, see tables 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. The average relative

displacement has been achieved by taking the average total displacement of each

surrounding atom and finding the relative value of this distance, compared to the

crystal lattice parameter.

Migration energy and transition metal atomic number

Compound material properties, such as the moduli, are dependent on the elements

they consist of. They can also be situation dependent, as indicated in 2.4.3. Con-

sidering the species of the materials, that is, looking at the individual atoms of

them, one can find properties that are not situation dependent or depending on the

other types of atoms. One of these is the atomic number of an atom. When un-

charged atoms are treated, this equals not only the number of protons in an atom,

but also its number of electrons. Figure 3.9 displays how the data points position

themselves in a diagram with axes representing the migration barrier of a noble

gas atom in transition metal nitrides and the number of electrons in an uncharged

transition metal atom.

Two data sets are included in the analysis. One of them has its data points marked

with squares whose bodies are filled, while the other has its measurements indicated

by squares that only have their contours coloured. The data set with filled square

bodies represents migration energies of a xenon atom in transition metal nitrides,

while the other set represents the migration energies of krypton atoms. The colour

scheme is the same as used in the other correlation investigations.

Migration energy and transition metal mass number

The leap from studying atoms’ atomic numbers to looking into their mass numbers

is not too far. Therefore, the data in figure 3.9 is complemented with the transition

metals’ mass numbers, as given in figure 3.10. When mass numbers have been

used, the numbers are those corresponding to the isotopes of the transition metals

that are most naturally abundant. No average has thus been used, but the most

frequent representative of each element.
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Figure 3.9: Migration barrier energy of a xenon (solid squares) and a krypton (open

squares) atom against the atomic number of the nitride transition metals.
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Figure 3.10: Migration barrier energy of a xenon (solid squares) and a krypton

(open squares) atom against the mass number of nitride transition metals.
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3.2 DFT+U validity analysis

In this section focus is on the possibility of investigating UN and PuN with the aid

of DFT+U. It is studied how well the nitride systems seem to converge to their

lowest energy systems, the groundstate, in the simulations. The main procedure of

interest is that of ramping, see 2.1.3.1. Therefore the subsections of this topic are

named thereafter, referring to the simulation ramping procedure of nitride crystals.

3.2.1 Ramping

The groundstate investigative ramping procedure has been performed in several

scenarios. This is to enable a comparison of the precision and reliability in deter-

mining the groundstate as the presumptions of the system are different. The two

compounds under study are uranium nitride (UN) and plutonium nitride (PuN).

As the ramping has taken place, the J-value has been kept constant throughout the

procedure - though two different J-values have been adopted for the two different

compounds - and the Hubbard U-value has varied. Both UN and PuN have been

studied as ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic systems. This approach has been

conducted both in runs in which spin-orbit coupling has been taken into account

and in runs in which it has not.

3.2.1.1 UN ramping

The J-value has been set to 0.1 eV in the DFT+U simulations, as has been found

appropriate in previous work [55]. The U-value has initially, in the first system

configuration, been assigned the value of 0 eV, only to be stepwise increased by

0.1 eV as subsequent simulations in the same ramping scheme are performed. The

upper limit of U-values studied has here been set to 2.5 eV. To ensure the validity

of the simulations in the ramping operation, further runs have been analysed in

systems where there is no spin-orbit coupling. These reliability insurances of the

ramping are also based on the DFT+U principles. Thus they are similar to the

ramping simulations. They are assigned the same J-value as in the ramping and

a U-value varying from 0.4 eV to 2.4 eV, with increments of 0.4 eV separating

the settings of the simulations. Hence, there are six additional computer runs,

whose parameters individually coincide with one specific simulation of the ramping

procedure. However, these latter runs are not forming another ramping. Each

analysis does not stem from a previous relaxation with slightly lower U-value, as is

the case in the ramping procedure, but all systems are initially crystals with atoms

in unrelaxed positions.

3.2.1.2 Without LS-coupling

The rock salt crystal built with uranium and nitride atoms has been studied by the

usage of two methods within the same framework. The ramping and non-ramping

simulations made with the DFT+U approach are presented in the same diagram.

This is to ease the option of comparing them. What is presented is an energy
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analysis, where identical atomic systems have been subjects to the investigation.

However, in the graph the total system energies are not illustrated. Instead a de-

fault value has been subtracted from a computation’s total energy before being

entered into the figure. The default value is the energy obtained in the first simula-

tion of the ramping procedure. That is, the ramping step in which a U-value of zero

has been used. Thus possible groundstate differences between the two approaches

become clearer.

Two diagrams are displayed. The first contains simulations treating ferromagnetic

UN crystals, figure 3.11, while the latter, figure 3.12 concerns antiferromagnetic

lattices. In both magnetic systems the non-ramping results are in agreement with

those received from the ramping procedure.

3.2.1.3 With LS-coupling

In the previous section the UN simulations where no spin-orbit coupling had been

taken into consideration were presented. Here the runs, in which this physical

phenomen is incorporated in the analysis, are in focus. The methodology is the

same as in the preceding study. Ramping and non-ramping results are given in the

same diagram. Ferromagnetic results occur in the first figure, figure 3.13, while

the next, figure 3.14, contains the antiferromagnetic energy analysis. The two

simulation approaches are again in compliance with each other. No matter whether

spin-orbit coupling is considered or not, the pattern is that direct single simulations

with specific U- and J-values yield similar results as if the runs are part of a ramping

scheme.

3.2.1.4 PuN ramping

The method in the ramping of the PuN is the same as used in the case of UN.

However, the settings are different. The J-value adopted is 0.48 eV [56] and the

upper boundary of the U-value is 4.6 eV. In response to the increase of the maximum

U-value, the difference of it in successive simulations is 0.2 eV. There have again

been additional simulations to those with an energy U-step of 0.2 eV, which can

be seen as a default setting for PuN. Initially repeating the procedure conducted

on UN, there is a non-ramping scheme produced, where the different computations

are spread along the x-axis with 0.8 eV intervals. This is accompanied by yet

another ramping procedure, where the sequential simulations are performed with

0.6 eV energy gaps. The additional ramping simulations are made in the cases of no

spin-orbit coupling. When spin-orbit coupling has been considered only the more

rigorous ramping simulations and non-ramping runs have been executed.

3.2.1.5 Without LS-coupling

In the crystals where there is no spin-orbit coupling between the electrons and

the nuclei all three analysis methods will be used. As the energy gaps in the two

non-default data sets are 0.6 and 0.8 eV, respectively, all their data points will not
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Figure 3.11: Ramping of ferromagnetic UN. Groundstates of the system have been

investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 2.5 eV. Orange squares

indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.1 eV. Red triangles are

simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.4 eV.
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Figure 3.12: Ramping of antiferromagnetic UN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 2.5 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.1 eV. Red triangles

are simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.4 eV.
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Figure 3.13: Ramping of ferromagnetic UN. Groundstates of the system have been

investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 2.5 eV. Orange squares

indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.1 eV.
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Figure 3.14: Ramping of antiferromagnetic UN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 2.5 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.1 eV.
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coincide vertically with a data point from the other set. However, since all their

U-values are even, as far as tenths are concerned, and the ramping with the least

U-value step has a U-step of 0.2 eV, the former sets’ data points will always coincide

vertically with one of the latter set’s counterparts.

3.2.1.6 With LS-coupling

In this section the PuN analysis including a spin-orbit effect is presented. There

has not been an additional ramping procedure, apart from that using U-value steps

of 0.2 eV, but the only data sets in the diagrams are one done with ramping and

one with no ramping. The data can be seen in figures 3.17 and 3.18.
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Figure 3.15: Ramping of ferromagnetic PuN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 4.6 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.2 eV, while green

diamonds symbolise a ramping procedure with an increase of 0.6 eV. Red triangles

are simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.8 eV.
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Figure 3.16: Ramping of antiferromagnetic PuN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 4.6 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.2 eV, while green

diamonds symbolise a ramping procedure with an increase of 0.6 eV. Red triangles

are simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.8 eV.
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Figure 3.17: Ramping of ferromagnetic PuN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 4.6 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.2 eV. Red triangles

are simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.8 eV.
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Figure 3.18: Ramping of antiferromagnetic PuN. Groundstates of the system have

been investigated with the Hubbard U-value varying from 0 eV to 4.6 eV. Orange

squares indicate ramping with a step-wise increase of U with 0.2 eV. Red triangles

are simulations where the DFT+U approach has been used, but without ramping.

Standard groundstate simulations have been performed with intervals of 0.8 eV.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

Elastic moduli

When it comes to the different elastic moduli there does not seem to be an overall

rule as to how the transition metal compounds position themselves regarding abso-

lute values of their moduli. However, there are indications of where some materials

belong in a magnitude ordered table, as can be illustrated by ZrN and TaN. The

former has moduli with consistently low values, as it has both the lowest bulk and

Young’s modulus. It also presents itself with the second lowest shear modulus. The

latter makes a curious case of study, as it secures the top position of the bulk and

Young’s modulus tables, while it is found as the owner of the lowest shear modulus

value. Meanwhile, TiN has the third highest value regarding bulk modulus and

Young’s modulus. Still, it clearly has the highest value of the remaining modulus.

In general it seems that the ordering of the compounds due to modulus value

is more closely related between bulk modulus and Young’s modulus, than it is with

shear modulus and any of the other two. If one was to list the nitrides in descending

moduli values, the bulk and Young’s modulus lists would remain the same, apart

from the second and fourth place, where VN and HfN would change places. The

shear modulus list would, however, appear to have no correlation with the other

lists.

COOP

The COOP has shown that the strongest interaction is between heterogeneous

atoms rather than homogeneous, that is between one transition metal atom and

one nitrogen atom. This is not surprising, since adjacent atoms in the crystal are of

different species. Thus the distance between them is shorter than two similar atoms.

What however is noteworthy is that a strong transition metal-nitrogen interaction

does not imply a strong interaction between two transition metal atoms. This can

be seen as the compound with the strongest interaction between a non-nitrogen

81
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atom and a nitrogen atom, VN, only has the fourth strongest interaction between

two transition metal atoms. The material with the second strongest heterogeneous

interaction, TiN, has an interaction between two transition metal atoms with the

least strength.

Displacement of nearest neighbours

As expected the helium atom causes the least amount of disturbance on the sur-

rounding atoms. All relative displacements are of the same order of magnitude and

in all crystal set-ups the relative displacement difference of the atoms that have

moved the least and the most, respectively, is in no case more than 1.5 percentage

points. Looking at the atomic numbers of the migrating nuclides, one expects xenon

to cause more disarrangements than krypton. This is also the case, since the former

of the two is the cause of relative displacements of about 9-12 percent, while the

latter makes atoms move 8-10 percent, relative to the crystal’s lattice parameter.

What is interesting is the extreme examples of movement in these cases. Because

although there is a clear trend in the disturbances, VN provides unexpected figures.

As the krypton atom migrates through the material, one atom in the migration win-

dow moves only 5.0 percent of the lattice parameter, which is 3.7 percentage points

less than any other atom in the case of Kr migration. VN causes reasons of concern

also when xenon appears as the migrating atom species. However, this time one of

the crystal atoms moves 24 percent of the lattice parameter distance. Interestingly

it is the atom corresponding to the atom that moved a relative distance of 5.0 per-

cent in the presence of krypton.

It can be noted that the displacements of the atoms surrounding the interstitial are

dependent on both the interstitial species and the surrounding atoms themselves.

The atoms are affected to a larger extent as the size and charge of the migrating

object increase. This is not totally unexpected, but it seems logical as the elec-

tromagnetic interactions increase, as do the interactions due to spatial limitations.

No clear similar connection could be made to the increase of atomic number of

the compound’s transition metal. Neither the metal atoms’ or the nitrogen atoms’

displacements are much correlated to the size and charge of the TM atoms in the

crystals. The alien atom’s influence is, however, more apparent. Not only do the

migration window atoms get more perturbed as larger atoms pass through the in-

terstitial site boundary, but the relationship of the displacements of the nitrogen

and transition metal atoms differ. As a helium atom migrates in the crystal the

nitrogen atoms move a larger distance than the other atoms. This is, however, not

the case as the helium atom is exchanged with a larger counterpart. The situation

is then the opposite. Both in the case of a krypton and a xenon atom, the atoms

of the transition metals are disturbed to a larger amount than the nitrogen atoms.
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Correlations

No exact correlations have been found between the migration energies of alien gas

atoms in transition metal-nitride crystals and the compounds’ material properties.

In most cases the data points have been scattered randomly in the graphs, where

connections have been sought. However, there are cases in which one can sense the

presence of something that resembles a correlation between atom migration energies

and other material characteristics. This occurs when the migration energy has been

compared to the number of electrons belonging to a compound’s transition metal

or the same element’s atomic mass number, see figure 3.9 and figure 3.10. Before

any further conclusions can be drawn, one would however want some additional

information. As it seems, all five data points are not aligned in either case. Thus

there is no simple and direct connection between the migration energy of a gas atom

and the transition metals’ mass number or number of electrons. Instead the data is

divided into two separate groups and within each such group a straight line could

be imagined to connect the different migration energy values. The group division is

the same as that mentioned in the beginning of section 3.1.5. Those elements that

are of the same group of the periodic table are lining up internally. But there are

only two compounds containing a transition metal belonging to group five of the

periodic table, Ta and V. As there are only two data points from that group, there

will always be a possibility to connect them linearly. Therefore one would want an

additional nitride compound with a transition metal from the same group, such as

niobium nitride, NbN.

Migration in UN

One interesting feature of the uranium mononitride migration is that the lattice

positions that assume the migration start and saddle points are not those expected

from the migration in the transition metal nitrides. The roles of the crystal points

have changed. Thus the saddle point in UN corresponds to the relaxed position in

the lighter nitrides. The opposite goes for the UN interstitial starting position.

Though the interstitial position roles have been reversed, compared with other

rock salt structure materials, the energy profile, that was so prominent in the tran-

sition metal nitrides, is assumed to remain the same. Hence, it is assumed that the

bell shape is the best representation of the migration process in UN. However, the

bell has been shifted. It is now a bell with its footing in the quartet positions of the

crystal and its peak in the cubic position. This is unexpected and leads to curiosity

regarding the behaviour of migrating particles in PuN. Indeed there is a possibility

that also this compound would exhibit the same pattern of interstitial movement

and with tools available to reliably investigate its groundstate, analysing not only

the crystal’s migration barrier but also the migration path, would be the next step.

However, one should recall that the simulations, in which the UN migration has

been analysed, have not taken spin-orbit coupling into consideration. There was

already a significant barrier variation depending on whether the simulations were

performed with DFT+U considerations or not. Also, not all migrations showed a
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tendency towards a new migration route. One, which, however, took place in a

system that does not have the predicted magnetic state, showed a similar intersti-

tial behaviour as was prominent in the transition metal nitrides. Nevertheless, this

merits further investigation.

Ramping

The DFT+U simulations, in which ramping has been adopted, show differing char-

acteristics of UN and PuN computations. Their purpose is, if not to find the

groundstate of an atom system, to secure the reliability of the groundstate energy

that one has found with a specific value of the Hubbard parameter. The validity

of computed groundstates would be supported if all energies, dependent on the U-

value, would be aligned along a straight line, linearly increasing as the parameter’s

value increases. This is also the case with uranium nitride. If LS-coupling is not

accounted for, the energies resulting from the ramping are positioned in the two-

dimensional diagram as nearly straight lines. This tendency is clear, regardless of

what magnetic state is being analysed. Simulations that are not connected to the

ramping, but are independent scenarios with specific U-values, not taking results of

other parameter values into consideration, also line up with other computer runs.

The introduction of spin-orbit coupling does not alter the pattern recognised.

PuN, however, presents a more problematic case than uranium nitride. Though

the DFT simulations of ferromagnetic plutonium nitride, in which spin-orbit inter-

actions are neglected, seem to obey the same linear conditions as the corresponding

UN analyses, regardless of step length in the Hubbard parameter, the antiferromag-

netic PuN shows signs of opposite behaviour. One must admit that the ramping

with a steady 0.2 eV increase in U reproduces the straight line like graph wanted.

However, if the parameter stepwise increase is raised, the calculated energies diverge

from the line, as a certain U-value is surpassed. The same breaking point appears

in the non-ramping simulations. In the case of higher U-terms, the groundstates

are scattered around the energy states found when small-step ramping occurred.

This could be an indication of the difficulties of accurately simulating situations

with plutonium involved in them. Had all the diverging energy values been higher

than those obtained through the more rigorous ramping, it would not have been as

worrying, as this could have pointed towards a fact that ramping produces better

and more accurate results. The non-linear results, however, have energy values

that are even lower than those expected due to ramping. This casts a shadow of

doubt over the validity of the ramping results, as findings like these claim that the

DFT+U simulations have not found the states of lowest energy.

The graphs showing disagreement between the ramping results and the non-

ramping results regarding PuN when LS-coupling is accounted for are less critical.

The reason for this is that the non-ramping energies are strictly higher than those

found with the ramping technique. This is not an indication of the ramping not

providing the groundstate energies. Instead it can be thought of as showing that

there are no signs of lower energy states being present.
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Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis was to try to find a correlation between a material

property of a nitride compound and the migration barriers of gas atoms in the same

crystal structure. No such direct correlation has been found. This does, however,

not necessarily mean that there is no relationship to be found. It merely states that

it has not been revealed by these investigations. Further research could still expose

a link between an easily attainable material variable and the barriers. Though,

it should be noted that there are indications of simple connections between the

energy required to enable migration of alien atoms in a crystal and basic properties

of the transition metal atoms in the investigated transition metal nitrides, such as

their atomic number and atomic mass number. These tendencies can, however,

not be verified with the data available. One more nitride compound, containing a

transition metal belonging to group 5 of the periodic table, should be included in

the analysis. This would shed light on the situation of possible correlations.

There is still work to be done regarding the search for correlations. The absence

of a third nitride containing a group 5 element is evident in the simulations. An

analysis should be conducted on possibly niobium nitride. That would make the

total investigation more complete and proper conclusions could be drawn regarding

relationships within chemical groups, and not only with regards to all nitrides. Also

other material properties could be looked into, to see if they offer new insights in

the pursuit of migration barrier links.

Although the attempts of finding connections between properties of materials and

migration barriers have not come to fruition, in the sense of actually achieving a

relationship, other results have appeared in the work that are worthy of recognition.

An interesting observation was made regarding the migration of an interstitial in

uranium nitride. The expected relaxed position and saddle point inversed their

roles, suggesting that the alien atom prefers the quartet site as its starting and

ending points of its migration. This is unexpected and makes one reconsider the

possible scenarios that would occur in migration in PuN. However, it has not been

established that the journey including the cubic position as a saddle point indeed is

correct. There are some inconsistencies with the results obtained and further inves-
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tigations are needed. Three out of four migration scenarios show a migration path

of the gas atom between two quartet positions via a cubic position. Even though

this seems promising in determining a migration route, it is not definite evidence

of it. The analysis in this work has been done entirely within the framework of

DFT. Standard density functional simulations have been performed, as have com-

putations with DFT+U. None of them has taken the spin-orbit coupling between

electrons and nuclei into consideration. Therefore, including the spin-orbit coupling

should be prioritised in a more rigorous approach. Would one want to investigate

the reliability of the results even further, the next step could be to use an analysis

model that is known to treat actinides and actinide nitrides more properly, such as

the DMFT. Since the current results are based on xenon interstitial migration only,

a future analysis should possibly include the presence of another interstitial. As

krypton is known to appear in nuclear fuel as a fission product, it would be natural

to perform migration simulations of this species in UN too.

What is also worth noting regarding the migration results in UN is that when

a regular DFT approach has been used, the ferromagnetic state is energetically

more favourable than its antiferromagnetic counterpart. In the case of DFT+U

simulations the relationship is reversed. Here the antiferromagnetic ordering of

the magnetic moments is preferable to that of a ferromagnetic ordering. Thus the

DFT+U results are in agreement with the experiments that previously have shown

different magnetic states than those obtained in DFT computations [41, 42]. This

is an indication that the additional energy U-term in DFT+U simulations fulfils it

purpose in this case. What, however, should be kept in mind is that the crystals

used in the migration simulations here contain an interstitial and are not pure ura-

nium nitride set-ups.

The study of the possibility to analyse groundstates of actinide nitrides with DFT

has provided varying results. While some compounds appear manageable, certain

elements continue to cause problems in their energy evaluations. The ramping pro-

cedure within the DFT+U approach seems to ease the analysis when UN is studied.

However, there are still obstacles on the road to finding a completely satisfactory

analysis model. A plutonium nitride crystal treated without considering spin-orbit

coupling has shown that even though improvements have been made, there are

still areas to study. If spin-orbit coupling is considered the energies of PuN crystal

systems are found to be higher than the groundstate, if ramping is not used. If a

UN crystal is present, the situation is different. Without spin-orbit coupling being

considered as an electron-nucleus interaction, the same system energy is achieved

whether or not ramping is used. Immediate simulations with a certain U-value

parameter reproduce the results obtained with ramping. The same pattern can

be seen when spin-orbit coupling is taken into account. The energy values found

without the aid of ramping of the UN system do not deviate from those calculated

with it.

If the energies found of uranium nitride crystal systems are the groundstate

energies, this would mean that proper groundstate analysis of the nitride is possible

with DFT+U. Thus use of the more demanding simulation model DMFT could be
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avoided. Since the simulations without ramping yield the same results as those with

it, it would also mean that immediate system evaluations are possible, without

having to use the more time consuming ramping procedure. What is wanted is

therefore a verification of the system states being genuine groundstates. Hence,

a next step would be to obtain this by using another analysis method. A viable

option would be to use an OMC scheme.

The DFT+U simulations of PuN have not lead to similar conclusions. Here

ramping and no-ramping computations are in clearly less agreement. This limits

the possibilities of using ramping or single DFT+U calculations to investigate the

actinide nitride. Instead it could be necessary to use other options to find its

groundstate, such as an OMC approach or DMFT analysis.
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Chapter 6

Appendix A

The expansion of the absolute value of an object’s relativistic momentum change

expression begins with the formula seen in equations (2.5). Here the assumption is

made that the mass of the object experiencing a momentum change is constant.

∆p = γ2m2v2 − γ1m1v1 = [m1 = m2] =
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